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National Guard
unit looking for
volunteers
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — The
Ashland area National Guard
unit is looking for more than
a few good men and women.
The 201st Engineer Battalion has 100 vacancies out of
442 positions stationed at
armories in Ashland, Olive Hill
and Cynthiana, said Sgt. Kevin
Yaden, the group's strength
maintenance coordinator.
The shortage comes at a
bad time since the unit was
one of 16 selected nationally
to undergo an intensive evaluation at the National Training
Center in California.
Although still 18 months
away, the evaluation could be
vital to the battalion's position
in the armed forces, said Capt. ,
Mike Ferguson, administrative
officer of the battalion.
A good rating will earn it
favor in the eyes of the state
and federal governments, which
provide money and equipment
for the troops. A poor rating
would be "political suicide" for
the unit, Ferguson said.
In the evaluation, the battalion has to show that it can
be war-ready in as few as 90
days.
Although enrollment in the
National Guard has declined
over the last decade, Yaden
said there are plenty of benefits for those who sign up.
Those who enlist can qualify
for thousands of dollar in college tuition and up to an $8,000
enlistment bonus, as well as
retirement and health care benefits. They also get discipline
and opportunities for travel and
adventure, Yaden said.
m return, the National Guard
requires a six-year commitment
to serve one weekend per month
— or more if the unit is called
to active duty.

Bush passes
over Chao
for top spot
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
choosing Democrat Norman Y.
Mineta to be his secretary of
transportation Tuesday, President-elect Bush passed over
Elaine Chao.
Chao, the wife of Kentucky
Mitch
Sen.
Republican
McConnell, was a finalist for
the job, according to Sen. Bill
Frist, R-Tenn., and an adviser
to the Bush transition team.
"As a longtime supporter of
Prestdent-elect Bush, I was honoredt to be considered as a
possible nominee to his cabinet", Chao said in a statement.
She praised Mineta, the current Commerce Department
secretary, for his "long and distinguished career as a public
servant."
Juleanna Glover Weiss, a
spokeswoman for the Bush transition team, declined 'to say
whether Chao would be considered for another job within
the Bush administration.
Chao, 47, is a distinguished
fellow at the Heritage Foundation, a conservative Washington-based think tank.
She was second in charge
at the Transportation department during Bush's father's
administration.

Tonight. _Mostly Cloudy early
with a few flurries. Partial clearing late. Low around 25. West
wind 5 mph.
sunny
Thursday.. Partly
High 35 to 40.
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Applications
taken for
heating aid
(L1HEAP), subsidy applications
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
will be accepted into January.
Staff Writer
Also, January traditionally marks
The instructions seem simple
enough - give out as much assis- the point when the program begins
tance as possible until someone accepting crisis applications, which
determine whether eligible housegives the order to stop.
' That is the rather pleasant sit- holds experiencing a home beatuation currently facing West Ken- ing crisis will receive assistance.
tucky Allied Services in Murray , This year, Dowdy said, will be a
as it administers its home emer- little different, though.
"Normally, you get one dollar
gency assistance program to supply low-income households with- amount to operate both programs,"
out heat during the winter months. Dowdy said. "Usually, whatever
Ordinarily, according to Tony you didn't spend on the subsidy,
Dowdy, regional community ser- you spend on crisis."
Of the approximately $5 milvice block grant/transportation
released by the state, Murlion
coordinator for WKAS, the proray's
WKAS received $96,000,
gram stops accepting subsidy applications, which determine whether according to John Tedder, WKAS
assistance will be provided to all executive director. The local WKAS
eligible households, in December. had already been slesignated
This year, however.,_ thanks to $661,673 by the state prior to the
federal funding in the amount of LIHEAP funds being released.
To be eligible for funds, house$5,946,656 released to the Kenmust be at or below certain
holds
tucky Cabinet for Families and
'
Children for the Low Income Home,
Program II See Page 2
Energy
Assistance

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
at the Murray-Calloway
Elyjah,
baby
boy,
new
their
hold
Travis
Brandon and Patricia
Tuesday.
Hospital
County

Legislature
Benton couple have first convenes with
baby of year at MCCH little on table
30-minute drive from Hickory?
By MORGAN HARDY
"No comment," she said with a laugh.
Staff Writer
But as harrowing as the drive was for BranA late-night game of cards turned up aces for
Brandon and Patricia Travis of Benton, the par- don, the 16-hour labor was undoubtedly more S-o
ents of the first baby of the year at Murray-Cal- for her. The labor was somewhat above average.
loway County Hospital: Elyjah Samuel Travis, born but her mother, Carolyn Lampley,- said she faced
it all well.
'at 3148 p.m. on Jan.
"She didn't do the screaming like some do that
:She and Brandon had gone to his parents' home,
Mary and Terry Travis, who live in Hickory, for you can hear all the way down the halls," she
some New Year's Eve fun with a family game of said. "She just did a little moaning. Our nurse
was terrific ... she (Candy Humphreys) came after
cards.
But around -10 p.m., that fun turned into panic a double shift to see how she was doing, and
when Patricia realized she was going into labor. even coached her during labor 'because she had"It came as a real surprise," she said Tuesday n't had any birthing classes.
"She was terrific. She was there to guide. her
in her ro9m in MCCH while cuddling the 7 pound,
6 ounce Elyjah. "I hadn't felt any pains all day when (Patricia) didn't want to listen - to anyone.'
will
In appreciation for her efforts, Humphreys
even though it was my due day."
,
Did Brandon, an employee of Heartland Tool
and Die in Murray, break any speed laws on the II See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There was little fanfare and - only
a hint of partisan posturing when
the General Assembly began its new
practice of annual legislating Tuesday.
All 100 House members and
the 19 Senate members elected to
new terms in November were sworn
in and .the only contests for leadership spots were among House
Republicans.
Most of the day was ceremonial, but unlike past odd-year ses;ions, legislation was introduced
and could be acted upon this session. There were 27 bills offered
in the Senate and 55 in the House.

The difference is because of a
constitutional amendment approved
by Kentucky voters in November
to create the working session. The,
session is scheduled to ran through
this Friday- and then adjourn until
Feb. 6.
Under the amendment, the session can take up no more than
30 working days and must end
by March 30. The current schedule calls for committee meetings
in the remainder of January, which
legislators say should not count
against the total number of working days, and final adjournment

II See Page 2

Sanders emphasizes teacher effectiveness
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Regional teachers benefited
from some unconvential wisdom
Tuesday as former University of
Tennessee professor Dr. Bill
Sanders provided a new theory
to the teachers which places the
responsibility for child learning
solely in the classroom.
Sanders has developed the
value-added assessment educational testing method, which has
been recognized after painstaking research as an accurate
method of charting students'
learning.
"The goal is not to improve
students' test scores," Sanders
told the near 150 teachers and
administrators in the Calloway
County High School cafeteria.
"The goal is how much the student has learned."
value-added
Indeed, the
assessment takes where students
begin their educational paths and
charts it through all grade levels. While some of the brightest students may often always
score high on tests, that doesn't necessarily mean the student
has been in an effeetive school.
"We see the 'slide and glide'
happening all too often, especially
in suburban schools." he said.
"That's when a bright student fails
to make significant learning
process because he hasn't been
in an effective classroom. They
score high on the tests, but they
haven't progressed like they
should."

To take this into account,
Sanders' assessment plots via
charts and graphs the progress
of the individual child in learning. This allows teachers to tailor their instruction to the various needs of the students.
While he was at it, Sanders
dispelled some of the popular
myths about schools that under
perform.
"I'm here to tell you that
teacher effectiveness is by far
the most important factor in a
child's learning, 10 to 20 times
more so than any other factor,"
he said. "This includes minority population of the school, location, or any other SES (socioeconomic stat )indicator ... this
proves that ou can't judge a
school simply by its mailing
address."
This is most evident in math,
where Sanders said the student's
learning is done completely in
the classroom.
"You don't see children coming home and saying, 'Daddy, I
want to do long division,— he
said. "You'll find that math is
the best indicator for how effective a teacher is in the classroom.But to have a single outstanding teacher. is . not enough,
Sanders said. Grade sequence was
one of the other great factors
in a child's learning progress.
Sanders' data showed'theimpact
of an outstanding teacher produced improved results for at least
four years, and when coupled with

tit HNARD KANE, edger & Times photo
Dr. Bill Sanders addressed local educators Tuesday in the Calloway County High School cafeteria.
several outstanding teachers in a row, this effect could
be compounded to produce several years of outstanding learning progress in a row.
"To my work, elementary school matters very little," he said. "Where you begin to see the most differential in learning progress is in the middle and
high schools, when you begin to get away from whal'r.
taught at home. If a system has a great elementary'
school,, but not a great middle school, that student
will show less progress at die high school revel than
if they had a great middle school."
Furthermore, he noted that if a student were dragged

ts

through several consecutive 'years of poor teachers,
that had a residual effect on their learning progress
as well - the exact opposite of the positive effect of
a string of better than average teachers.
To help bring this theoretical thinking into the local
schools, he has taken his method into easy-to-use software for teachers. Now employed by SAS In School,
the largest private software company in the United
States, he has developed his theory into an easy-to-

•See Page 2
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Clinton persists in peace efforts
WASHINGTON (AP)— Refusing to abandon his peatr, effon,
President Clinton is .planning telephone diplomacy with Palestinian.
Israeli and Arab leaders. "We need
to hear back very quickly." the
White House says as time runs out
on the president's elusive peace
pact.
More than three hours of meetings with Yasser Arafat at the
White House Tuesday yielded a renewed promise from the Palestinian
leader to try to curb the violence
that has swept away the goodwill
needed for an accord.
- A wary White House spokesman, Jake Siewert, said. "In the
end, words don't matter here.
Deeds do."
• :And in Israel, Prime Minister
Etiud Barak said his focus already
had shifted from pursuing a negotiated settlement with Arafat, which
he.said had "no real chance" in the.
next few weeks, to containing terrorism.
Clinton planned to telephone
Barak with a report on his meetings

with Arafat, call Arab leaders as
well, and talk to Arafat again, by
telephone, in the next day or two.
Siewert said. Arafat was to leave
Washington early Wednesday, the
White House said.
"I think everyone understands
that We have a Very narrow window
of opportunity here." Siewart told
reporters.
Declining to claim any progress
on inducing Arafat to accept a U.S.
outline for a negotiated settlement,
Siewert said firmly: "We are going
to continue our work.He called the meetings useful
and productive and said "we will
have more discussion with the
players in the region."
On containing conflict with Israel. Clinton scored some gains as
Arafat "specifically agreed to end
or stop or reduce acts of violence."
Siewert said. Specifically, he said Arafat had
promised cooperation in countering
terrorism, to intensify efforts to
stop the shootings and to 'arrest
those responsible, Since ,Mideast

iolence Woke out three months
ago, more than 350 people have
died, mostly Palestinians.
In respect to stemming the violence, Siewert said. Clinton's
tings Tuesday with Ar
ne in
the Oval Office and the other in a
ground-floor library, were -particularly productive."
Arafat made no statement to reporters. Hassan Abdel Rahman,chief representative of the Palestine
Liberation Organization here.
called the meetings useful.
"There will be further discussions," he said. "And there was appreciation by the president for the
concerns and explanations of the
Palestinian side."
Palestinian officials, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said
Arafat concentrated on the issues of
Jerusalem abd Palestinian refugees,
insisting also on reconfiguring the
Palestinian state that would emerge
from an accord.
The third key figure in the
drama. Barak, already has accepted
Clinton's formula.

Legislature ...
LEDGER Sz TIMES I
From Page 1
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WE SWEAR.. Mayor Freed
Curd, above left, swears
in members of the Murray City Council Tuesday.
include (top
Members
photo from left) Tommy
Rushing, Lance Allison,
Hugh Massey, Bill Wells,
(at right) Tommy Sanders,
Danny Hudspeth, Rita Henley, Johnny Bohannon, Dr.
Dan Miller and Bill Cherry. Not pictured are Jay
Morgan and Doris Parham.
The council will meet at
7:30 p.m. Jan. 11 at City
Hall.

and a holdover, all of whom
promised to work to raise their numon March 23.
bers. Democrats picked up a seat
DEPARTMENT HEADS
Republicans still hold their 20- in the November election and con18 majority in the Senate and trol the chamber, 66-34.
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
picked up a seat and
Democrats
Rep. Jeff Hoover of Jamestown
Alice Rouse
General Mgr
outnumber Republicans 66-34 in the was a unanimous choice for floor
.....
Amy Wilson
Managing Editor
House.
leader, succeeding Rep. Danny Ford
Rita Boggess
A change in the rules of oper- of Mount Vernon, who did not
Advertising Mgr.
ation in the Senate threatlened to run.
Kathy Wyatt
Classifieds Mgr.
blow up into a fight between the
Rep. Bob DeWeese of Louisville
Tammy Thompson
Office Mgr
Republicans and Democrats, but narrowly edged Rep. Brian Crall
READER INFORMATION
eventually fizzled. The change, of Owensboro for caucus chairauthored by the ruling majority man. Minority Whip Woody Allen
Business Hours .
BERNARD KANE/
Republicans, deleted the provision of Morgantown kept his seat against
Ledger & Times photos
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
that lets the two parties assign two challengers — Reps. Ken
Sat. Closed
their own membership to com- Upchurch of Monticello and Ron
Phone (270) 753-1916
mittee positions. The effect would Crimm of Louisville.
Fax (270) 753-1927
be to give Republicans the power
Allen. who has been in the House
Subscription Rates
to make committee -assignments 27 years and is its senior RepubAll subscriptions payable in
for Democrats.
lican, reminded his fellow Repuh
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
"I don't like it, obviously," said licans that he had campaigned and
week.
Sen. David Boswell of Owens- raised money. for many of them.
boro. the Democratic cauctLcyr1 year
3 months 6 months
AUSTIN. Texas (AP) — Presiman-.
&75.00
$18.75
$37.50
dent-elect Bush plucked a DemoPresident
David
Williams,
Senate
Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton
crat from the Clinton administraR-Burkesville,described the change
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
tion to go with two conservative
as more of a threat of power grab- From Page 1
Farmington , Ky. - $75.00
Republicans as he completed his
bing
than
fact.
"The
rules
changes
use software tool for teachers,"TestBy mail to other destinations. pnce I .,=.
Cabinet picks Tuesday. 2 1/2 weeks
give more latitude to authority Mate Clarity."
$98.00 per year.
than those in place." Williams said.
This program takes the students' before his inauguration.
Published Monday through Saturda',.
gush -named Commerce SecreIf
cooperation
between
DemocSundays,
July
every afternoon, except
scores at the beginningsof the year
4. Thanksgiving_ Day, ChristmasDay
rats and Republicans-breaks down, and compares them with scores tary-Norman T.'Mineta to head The
and New Years Day. Periodicals
Department of Transportation,justWilliams hinted the committee taken throughout the grade level.
Murray, KY.
paid
at
postage
defeated
Sen. Spencer Abraham of
as
a
club.
assignments
could
be
used
Dr. Larry, Salmon, superintenPOSTMASTER: Send
address
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER
"I hope it doesn't come to that," dent of Calloway County Schools. Michigan to be energy secretary
AND TIMES, P.O. Box 1040, Murray.
Williams said.
told the assembled teachers after and Linda Chavez, who served as
KY 42071-1040.
Senate Democratic Leader David Sanders' presentation .that the sys- director of the civil rights commisMISS YOUR PAPER?
Karem of Louisville said no one tem is dedicated to a five-year sion under President Reagan, to be
Call the circulation dept. between
was happy about the rules changes, plan for testing students so that secretary of labor.
5T00-6:00 p m Monday-Friday or
Bush had pledged to select a
but
said he expected few prob- reports can be generated about
4.30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Democrat for his Cabinet.
lems
with
the
assignments
that
each child's weaknesses and
Murray Ledger & Times (LtSPS 308-700)
"This man is perfectly suited for
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
will be made this week -We're strengths.
Associated
Press. Kentucky Press
the--intr,"
-Busb said at a news congoing
to
appoint
our own comIn addition the system will be
Association and Southern Newspapers
ference announcing the trio of
Publishers 'Association The Associated
mittee members." Karem said.
participating in Kentucky's StanPress is exclusively entitled to news origiIn the House, the Republican dards 2005 project, a five-year nominations. "It's also important to
nated by Murray Ledger & Times
minority elected two new leaders program that aims teachers to mul- send a signal that this is an administration that recognizes talent when
tiple learning styles so all students
it sees it, regardless of political
can progress equally in the class- party."
room.
Mineta, 69, reaffirmed his alleThese two programs, combined. giance to his party, declaring at the
Kumho • Michelin
will be used by CallowayaCoun- news conference-.."1 am a Democrat
ty to increase student achievement with both a small 'd' and a large
Bridgestone • Firestone
at all levels.
General • Goodyear
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

Mineta completes Bush Cabinet
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jump straight from the administraone.
But with the election over, Mi- tion of one party to the succeeding
neta said, it is time to move from administration of another.
Abraham, if approved, would
,
campaigning to governing.
Mineta set conditions for accept- face thorny problems at the Departing the job, a White House official ment of Energy: Deregulation has
said, insisting he would not cam- roiled the power markets in the
paign for Republicans and wanted West, sending wholesale costs skyrocketing in California; Natural gas
to choose his own subordinates.
prices have soared in some parts of
Mineta would claim a rare place the country; and OPEC members
in American history, apparently be- are discussing whether to reduce
coming the first Cabinet officer to
production when they meet Jan. 17.

II Heating •••
From Page 1
income levels during the month
prior to applying. A household of
one would have to make $766 or
less; two, $1,032; three, $1,298;
four, $1,564; five, $1,830; six,
$2,096; seven, $2,361; and eight,
$2,627.
For households of more than
eight, $266 is added for each'additional family member. Households
must be responsible for home heating costs or pay heating costs as
an undesignated portion of the
rent.
Households must not have in
excess of $1,500 in liquid resources,
except for households where a
member has a catastrophic illness,
where the amount may be $4,000
when the resources are tieing
accessed for medical and living
expenses.
In addition, a crisis applicant
must be within four days or running out of fuel if wood, coal,
propane, fuel oil or kerosene is
the heat source or a disconnect/past

due notice has been received.
Applicants must bring their most
recent heating bill or verification
that heating expenses are included in the rent; Social Security
numbers for each member of the
household; and proof of all household income.
With subsidy assistance, the benefit amount that a household
receives is based on its level of
poverty and the' type of fuel used
for heating. Those households with
the lowest income that use the
fuel with the highest heating season costs will receive the highest
benefits.
In crisis situations, benefits are
limited to the amount necessary
to relieve the crisis, with the maximum amount not to exceed the
WKAS's local cost for a deliverable supply of household's primary heating fuel or $100 for gas
or electric. Crisis relief will be
provided within 48 hours, or 18',
hours if an emergency.
To contact the local WKAS,
call 753-5362, ext. 43.

II Benton ...
From Page 1
be nominated for the hospital's Journey to Excellence award, which
recognizes hospital personnel who
go beyond the call of duty to
serve their patients.
Lampley. who already has h
granddaughter by one of Patricia's
sisters, said she was excited to
have her first grandson. Since she's
already been through it once before,
she said her nerves were fairly
calm during delivery.
"I was fine," she said. "But
her father (Charles Lampley) was

a lot more nervous than me. When
it started to come out, he was
like. 'That's the head?"
But when all was said and done,
Dr. Lewis Drake presented the
exhausted mother with the 19 1/2
inch baby boy, and the family was
finally able to relax with a new
addition to their fold.
The new parents received a handcrafted quilt from the Murray Quitters' Guild, several child-rearing
aids from MCCH, as well as several gift packages from the Murrays Ledger & Times.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sherifrs Department '
• Mike Vaugh, 229 Cavctt Road, Kirksey. reported the burglary of his
residence. His front window in his mobile home had been pried out, and a
.22 revolver, a gold nugget ring and a gold rope bracelet had been taken
for a total of $460 in losses.
• Artell Tucker, 162 Covey Drive, reported a I6-foot trailer stolen from
his business, Tucker T.V., 1914 Coldwater Road. The traile‘bad pos'sibly
been missing since Thanksgiving.
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Maysville to get storm warning system
MAYSVILLE. K). t AP)— Alter
years of depending on television
for bulletins about approaching
storms. Maysville residents soon
should have direct access to the,
National Weather Service's radii)
broadcasts.
Congress has earmarked $77,000
in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration budget to
pay for a transmitter to serve the
Maysville area.
Wayne Muse, director of the
Mason County emergency management office. said storm warn

Ings are issued for the Maysville
area by the National Weather Service office in Wilmington. Ohio,
about 60 miles away. The signal
is too weak in Maysville for radios
to pick it up.
Maysville is one of the few
areas of the state that doesn't have
access to weather radio.
"The only way we have to
receive storm warnings is off the
TV," Muse said. "That's why we've
been working really hard to get
this. It's . been an ongoing battle
for years."

U.S. Rep. KCII LUk,ah said tunding for the new transmitter has
been included in the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's budget for the coming
year. That budget calls for $855,000
to be spent improving the weather radio system in Kentucky.
Service
Weather
National
spokesman Pat Slattery said the
agency has been adding transmitters to boost its signal across the
nation.
"The goal is to have 95 percent of the population in the con-

tinental United States cosered,"
Slattery said."We're moving toward
that goal."
Radio transmitters installed last
month in Madisonville and Hopkinsville have strengthened the signal of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration radio
broadcasts in western Kentucky.
Rick Shanklin, warning coordination meteorologist at the National Weather Service office in Paducah, said the move should give
residents as far east as Bowling
Green better reception

Muse said he has been pushing for a transmitter in Maysville
since he became the director of
emergency services in November
1998.
The Maysville Rotary Club and
senior citizens groups began letter writing campaigns urging elected officials, including Lucas. to help
secure funding.
The Maysville City Commission had earmarked $52,000 to
pay for the transmitter if Congress
had not acted.

News organizations review ballots
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — Palm Beach County's
presidential ballots, are under the
microscope again: Observers —
mostly journalists this time —
have began their own examination
of the punchcards.
Florida's votes have been certified for more than a month and
Al Gore conceded the race to President-elect George W. Bush over
three weeks ago. But several news
organizations are conducting examinations of Bush's razor-thin victory, 537 votes out of 6 million
cast.
Florida gave Bush the 25 Electoral College votes he needed to
beat Gore, who won the popular
vote by more than 500,000 votes.
On Tuesday, representatives from
The Miami Herald,The Palm Beach.
Postand the Republican Party
looked at almost 600 of the esti-

It is not the only ballot review
going on.
In Gainesville, reporters are
exam;ning Alachua County's ballots and examinations are scheduled in Miami-Dade, Broward,
Pasco, Santa Rosa, Osceola,
At Gore's request, officials began Okaloosa and
Highlands counties.
a manual recount of all 460,000 Ballots in several other
counties
ballots cast in the county, but the
were
up
picked
Gore
188 votes
not counted in the state's official
total.

mated 20,000 ballots that were
rejected by voting machines in Palm
Beach County. Hundreds of voters also complained that the county's butterfly ballot was confusing.

The review, which is costing
the media outlets $125 an hour,
is scheduled to fake several days.
Two elections officials hold up
ballots for reporters on the opposite side of a table.
"It's a long tedious process and
for what purpose. I'm really not
sure," said Theresa LePore, Palm
Beach County's supervisor of elecliens.

Advice offered by
Clinton spokesman
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's spokesman offered
this advice Tuesday to his West
Wing successor: Avoid our mistake of picking "unnecessary fights"
with reporters.
"Obviously we learned very
early on here that you choose your
fights judiciously. You pick your
fights wisely if you're smart," Jake
Siewert said.
After Clinton came to the White
House eight years ago, George
Stephanopoulos. then the communications director, closed a hallway leading to his office and that
of the press secretary. effectively
cutting off reporters' access. That
touched off a furor, and press relations slid.
When David Gergen joined the
White House staff to try to turn
things around, he named Mark
Gearan as communications director.
During a meeting, last week.
Siewert Said, he and Presidentelect Bush's spokesman. An Fleischer, disaussed the layout of the
press operation. -He was very curious to know which hall had been
closed," Siewert said. -He asked
a lot of questions. He took some
notes."

As for the rest of Siewert's
advice:
— Shake the campaign mentality, and brace for reporters calling around the clock. "You're much
more likely now to get paged at
two, three, four in the morning.
Even if nothing all that dramatic's happened," Siewert said. "Campaigns shut down when people go
to sleep in America. But the White
House doesn't shut down."
—Take the larger press office.
More reporters fit in that one.

(270)436-2767 Limited Time Offer
www.americasparadiseresort.COM
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adequately or meeting your hearing needs, stop in
and let us help. At Miracle-Ear' we're committed to
helping you hear better.

6-month warranty. Electronics only
Not valid on rebuilds or remakes.

America's Paradise Resort

were examined by media outlets
before the holidays.
Republicans have been critical
of the media effort, saying it is
pointless.
"There's no final exact number," said Brigham McCown,a GOP
attorney. "Everyone's going to see
something different."

Attention: Hearing
Aid Wearers

All Makes & Models

The tederal t unding is expected to be enough to pay for a
1,000 watt system that would cover
all of Mason County, Muse said.
The National Weather Service
issues watches and warnings for
severe weather conditions, including tornados and flash floods.
Muse said he is beginning an
effort to purchase weather radios
for residents who can't afford the
$40 cost. The radios can be set
to alert their owners when a watch
or warning is issued.
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A human Woodrow Wilson
'- WASHINGTON (AP) — The
president could wiggle his ears, play
practical jokes, recite limericks.
He was a baseball fanatic who
was also keen on movies, enjoyed
burlesque halls and was quite capable of falling deeply and - pas- siehately in love.
At the same time, Woodrow
Wilson was also a man viewed
by many contemporaries as remote,
cold, bookish, moralistic, overly
Idealistic and preachy — a rigid
• executive stubbornly incapable of
compromise.
Soiling out the Wilsonian hallmarks, making sense of contrary
characteristics and the impact of
illness on his ptesidency, fell (b.
the historians.
Chief among them was Arthur
S. Link, who for 35 years illowed
the Wilson furrow, editing and
publishing 69 volumes of the Wilson Papers. It was an accomplishment .that fellow historian
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. called "a
landmark in historical scholarship."
A reminder of the bond between
scholar and president comes in a
new slim volume, "The -.Real
Woodrow Wilson," a 1993 interview conducted five years before
Link's death by James Robert Carroll, a Washington reporter for the
Louisville Courier-Journal. The
book is published by Images From
the Past in Bennington, - Vt.
As Link described it, sorting
out the Wilson papers for posterity -Was a bit of a detective story,
full of unexpected twists and unanticipated discoveries.
The scholar remembered a call
- from Woodrow Wilson House, the
Washington residence that was the
former president's refuge after he
left the White House in 1921.
lAnd there were five old steel
nun* j
jam-packed. letters,
papers
here were the Wilson
papers utitirP902," hea—said. "Nineteen thousand documents. All the
letters from his mother and father,
his 'sisters, his brother, all his high

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY
LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
school notebooks, as an under- Wilson that the letters would not
grZuliCill his lecture notes, all be excerpted or printed individuof them, from the time he start- ally, rather published as part of
ed teaching — annotated, beauti- the Wilson Papers. The president's
fully organized."
widow agreed.
"Nineteen thousand documents
Link said the hardest part of
that no one knew had existed. the project_ was the 12 volumes
They had been in a closet far up devoted to the six-month Paris
on the servant floor of the Wil- Peace Conference at _Me end of
son House" and were found dur- World War I.
ing an inventory of the contents
Among his discoveries was the
of the house. "It's, I think, one fact that Wilson, who had a long
of the greatest manuscript discov- history of high blood pressure,
eries of all history."
suffered "a really bad, small stroke"
"To a scholar, historian, biog- on July 19, 1919, just days after
rapher, there's no thrill in the his return from Paris.
world equal to seeing a mass of
."It so discombobulated him he
monumentally important papers and lost his memory, lost his poise
knowing that you're looking at them ...," Link said. "And (he) never
for the first time since they were was an effective leader after that.
generated," Link said.
His leadership just crumbled and
To a scholar, the real thrill was crumbled and crumbled."
in the exploration of the papers',
Link noted that Wilson suffered
and the evidence they revealed of a massive stroke on Oct. 2, 1919
"the dynamics of that family."
that left him "rigid, uncomproThe dynamics extended to the mising, unyielding" and incapable
future president's romantic life as of striking a deal with the Senate
revealed in a separate and also that might have saved his vision
unknown collection of 2,800 let- -of--a League of Nations working
ters to Wilson's first wife, Ellen. to prevent future wars with the Unit"Wilson thought of a thousand ed States as a full and active
ways to say, 'I love you,— Link member.
told his interviewer. "... He pours
But Link also uncovered the
out every thought."
personal side of Wilson: the pracEdith Galt Wilson, the presi- tical jokes;tethe limericks and his
dent's second wife, had the let- ability not only to wiggle his ears
ters sealed. Some provided evidence but to dislocate and waggle his
of an extramarital affair. She jaw, all for comic effect:
thought they were 'too intimate to
The scholar described the probe shared with the public and was ject as being as time-consuming
determined to have them burned. and exacting, "like laying railroad
Link argued that the letters ties from New York to San Franshowed Wilson's human side, "his cisco — you don't ever think
capacity for love, his love of peo- you're going to get it done."
ple, and a great man of words."
"But we did it," he said. "Yeah.
He offered a guarantee to Mrs. We did it."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Dec. 19 — The Jordan Times, Amman, on
the possible resumption of Israeli-Palestinian
peace talks:
An almost tangible 'sense of urgency was evident yesterday as Palestinian and Israeli negotiators left to the U.S., where last-ditch talks are to
begin today.
Israel's Justice Minister Yossi Beilin said there
was a good chance to reach a comprehensive final
status agreement, a framework deal, in the next
few weeks.
For once, we really hope that Beilin is right,
since, as (Jordanian) Prime Minister Ali AbuRagheb warned yesterday, Israel and the Palestinians have less than two months to clinch a
peace deal under the auspices of outgoing U.S.
President Bill Clinton.
Afterward, the new administration led by President-elect George W. Bush would certainly need
a few months before being able to put its hands
on the Middle East peace process file.

The Saudi Arabian is the world's foremost terrorist currently at large.
There is no doubt he is at large specifically
because of help from the Taliban.
Mr. bin Laden lives, works and plots in
Afghanistan.
The Taliban leadership which rule most of
Afghanistan have consistently refused to expel or
arrest Mr. bin Laden.
Their indefensible claim is that to take action
_against Mr. bin Laden would be tin-Islamic.
This flies in the face of both logic and the
religion. Sheltering a violent and accused terrorist
is not an act of Islam. ...
The U.N. actions are well considered and proper. Under the Taliban, Afghanistan has become, as
a spokesman put it, "a haven of lawlessness".
The world cannot ignore a country which openly supports terrorism.

Dec. 19 — Sankei newspaper, Tokyo, on Bush's
nomination for secretary of state:
Dec. 20 — Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, SwePresident-elect George W. Bush's appointment
den, on the United States' unpaid U.N. dues:
of former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Without money it is hard to mediate a peace. Colin Powell, as secretary of state and former
The United Nations has learned this by experi- provost of Stanford University, Condoleezza Rice,
ence since- it came into being; the world organi- as his national security adviser is unprecedented.
zation has more or less constantly experienced an
It is the first time ever that a black American
economic crisis.
will be secretary of state and that a woman will
Now the situation is reported to be more seri- (be) national security adviser.
ous than for a long time, and the snag is as usual
Powell and Rice are likely to bring strong leadto be found in Washington.
ership to the new administration's foreign policy
One can sympathize with the U.S. opinion that team, a plul. for Bush. who lacks experience in
its share of the U. N. budget is too big; you international affairs.
could also agree with the 'demand for reforms.
There are already signs that Bush's foreign poliStill, the American refusal to pay is arrogant and cies toward China and Russia and over U.S. milindefensible.
itary involvement in Bosnia will differ from PresHaving become a member of an organization ident sill Clinton's.
and accepted its charter, you must also respect the
Powell also has said he is for a National Misrules. The head of the U.N. legal secretariat Hans sile Defense system to protect the U.S. mainland
Corell has even described the U.S. action as being from missile attack and a more limited Theater
incompatible with international law.
Missile Defense to safeguard U.S. forces and allies
in Asia.
Dec. 20 — The Bangkok (Thailand) Post, on
We hope that Bush, with his two new advisU.N. sanctions against Afghanistan:
ers, will engage the U.S. in — not isolate it from
Few actions of the Taliban are so telling as the — world diplomacy, and will work toward buildsanctuary the regime provides for Osama bin Laden. ing a new world order
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Those spendthrift Republicans
Republicans have made some
political hay in recent years by
CAL'S THOUGHTS
accusing Democrats of being the
tax-and-spend party.
Ronald Reagan rode into town
on a dual platform of cutting taxes
and reducing spending, along with
CAL THOMAS
the size of government. He manSyndicated Columnist
aged to reduce taxes but he failed
to slay the spending beast.
l'hese range from farm subsiThe last Republican-dominated dies (up 162 percent) and Amen Congress behaved more like the Corps (up 248 percent) to bilinparty of FDR than the party of gual education (up 80 percent) and
Ronald Reagan. The Department the Goals 2000 education program
of Education, which Reagan (up 112 percent).
pledged to eliminate, had its 'budApparently, Republicans never
get increased 17 percent by a recovered from the government
Republican Congress, which added .shutdowns engineered by the Clin$2 billion more than what Presi- ton Administration for which the
dent Clinton had requested. Accord- —GOP;anti-then-Speaker Newt Gining to Stephen Moore, of the Cato grich received blame. So, rather
Institute, the Department of Edu- than reduce spending, they've
cation budget increased faster since increased it, in the false hope that
1996 than any previous four-year this will give them cover from
period in its relativelly brief his- the "mean-spiritedness" charges
tory.
Democrats and their media pals
In addition, progMms conserv- used with such great effectiveness.
ative Republicans love to hate
No wonder there are so many
enjoyed budget increases. These doubters about President-elect
included The National Endowment Bush's tax cut plan. Detractors seem
for the Arts, The Legal Services credible when Bush talks of reducCorporation, corporate welfare and ing taxes and they warn of the
bilingual education. "You name a danger of new deficits.
worthless liberal social program and
The response to this charge is
chances are its budget went up," to do what Democrats failed to
says an exasperated Moore.
do in the Reagan and Bush years.
Moore says the 106th Congress Having agreed to tax cuts under
spent more money on social pro- Reagan, Congressional Democrats
grams than any Congress since the refused to live up to the other
late '70s when Jimmy Carter was part of the deal •and curtail or
President and Tip O'Neill was reduce spending. That's how deficits
Speaker of the House. Too many are created.
Republicans have joined DemocBush needs to appoint the equivrats as co-equal partners in a sin- alent of another Grace Commisgle government party. Many of sion, which listed scores of wastethe more than 200 programs that ful, outmoded and unworkable fedRepublicans promised to eliminate eral programs that could be elimin the 1995 "Contract With Amer- inated with little effect on anyone
ica" now have larger budgets than except the taxpayers. who would
before Republicans took control Av money.
of Congress.
Democrats once railed against
Congress has given reprieves wasteful spending when it suited
to many programs condemned to their political needs. Former Wispolitical death row.
consin Democratic Sen. William
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Proxmire's "Golden Fleece" award
was a devastating indictment of
government waste which everybody understood. Democrats
expensive toilet seats to win debating points about what they saw
as a too high Pentagon budget.
Illustrations like this should work
for Republicans but they must first
decide whether they wish to return
to their fiscally conservative roots
or behave like drunken sailors
spending someone else's money.
Since Republicans took over
Congress in 1994, total nondefense domestic spending has steadily increased, with the exception
of 1996 when it declined by a
measly $9 billion from $259 billion the previous year, according
to the Office of Management and
Budget. The fiscal 2000 nondefense domestic spending budget is
a record $284 billion. Given recent
Republican congressional behavior, it is likely to go, even higher'.
During the campaign, Presidentelect Bush warned what happens
when money is left in Washington. "It gets spent." he said.
That is why he should take the
lead, not only in cutting taxes but
also in targeting agencies and programs for budget reductions and
elimination. This •twin approach is
the only way to maintain a healthy_
economy.
But in the age of a supposed
surplus, Republicans are reluctant
to talk about spending cuts. They
are smiandering more than money.
They are squandering their political and our economic future.
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William M.(Bill) Smith

The funeral for William M.(Bill) Smith will be today at 2 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray. The Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate.
Music will be by 13t., Randall Black and Dr. Pamela Wurgler.
Honorary groups will be members of Murray Independent Board of
Education, faculty and staff of Murray WO School and Christian Adult
Class of First United Methodist Church. Private burial rites will be at Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church after noon today (Wednesday). J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071; American Heart Association,
222 Kentucky Ave., Suite 4. Paducah, KY 42003; or for a scholarship
through the Murray Independent School Foundation, 208 South 13th St..
Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Smith. 68, Loch Lomond Drive, Murray, died Sunday, Dec. 31.
2000. at noon at Baptist Hospital East, Memphis. Tenn.
• A retired history teacher at Murray High School, he had also taught at
South Marshall High School and Murray State University. He was a member of Murray Independent School Board and of the board of the West
Kentucky Wrather Museum at ?Asp.
An Army veteran, he was a member of First United Methodist Church
where he taught the. Gleaners/Friendship Sunday School Class and was a
member of the Christian Adult Sunday School Class.
Born May 16, 1932. in Marshall County, he was the son of the late
Robert L. Smith and Argania Holland Smith. One brother, James Smith,
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Julianne West Smith, to whom he was
married April 8, 1959; ngo daughters. Mrs. Jennie Rottinghaus and husband, Tom, Murray, and Mrs. Nancy Greene and husband, William, Louisville; one son. David William Smith and wife. Carol. Murray; one grandson, David _Edward Smith, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Betty Gore and husband. Bert, Princeton, Ill.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Novella. Smith, Franklin,
Tenn.; mother-in-law. Mrs. Sadie Nell West Fulton, Murray.

Eddie Vernon Ragsdale
The funeral for Eddie Vernon Ragsdale is today at. 10 a.m. in the chapel
of Schoppenhorst. Underwood & Brooks Funeral Horne, Shepherdsville.
The Rev. Ronald Shaver of Little Flock Baptist church is officiating.
Pallbearers are Dan Lucas, Jamie Patton, Stacy Drury. Kevin Byrd,
Ronnie Locher and Mike Harris. Burial will follow in Brookland Cemetery.
Mr. Ragsdale, 50, Louisville, formerly of Knoxville, Tenn., died Saturday, Dec. 30, 2000, at his home.
Born Feb. 21, 1950, in Murray. he was the son of Ruth Buchanan Ragsdale Guest and W.C. Ragsdale.
Survivors include three children, Tracie Drury and Stacie Ann Byrd,
both of Knoxville, and Lisa Locher, Cincinnati, Ohio; his mother, Mrs.
Ruth Guest; his father, W.C. Ragsdale, Louisville; one brother, Danny
Ragsdale;-six *grandchildren.

George Thomas Morse
George Thomas Morse, 85. Hardin, died Monday,.Dee. 31, 2000, at
1:29 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was the son of the late Ben Morse and Nettie Cole Morse. Also preceding him in death were one grandson and two sisters.
Mr. Morse was a member.of Operating Engineers Local.324 and Benton Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances Morse; one daughter. Mrs.
Georgie Slays, Winchester, Tenn..; two sons, Ben Thomas Morse. Orlando. Fla., and Larry Wayne Morse, Pigeon Forge, Tenn.: eight grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Gene Gilliland Will officiate. Burial will follow in Cole
Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Benton Church of Christ
Building Fund. 3091 Main St.. Benton, KY 42025.

Mrs. Nitaree Bowland

Mrs. Omega Mae Gargus

Mrs. Nitaree Bow land. 75. North 16th Street, Murray. died Saturday.
Dec. 30. 200(i, at 8. 10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Her husband. Robert Bow land, preceded her in death. She was horn
Oct. 18, 1925. in Calloway County.
Mrs. Howland had retired from Food Services at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and was a member of Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Survivors include .three daughters. MIS. Jeanne Nellis and husband,
Mark, and Mrs. Joanne Allison and husband, Scott, all of North Carolina,
and Mrs. Sheila Melvin and husband, Ronald, Murray; one son, Dillard
Hicks and wife, Carolyn. Murray; one brother, Enoch Spann and wife,
Peggy, Leland, Ill.; four grandchildren, Pat Hicks and wife, Cindy, Bandi
Melvin and Angelia Henson and husband, Kerry, all of Murray, and Jamie
Paschall and wife. Beth, North Carolina; four great-grindchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral was Tuesday at 2 pin. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. The Rev. Dennis Norvell officiated.
Pallbearers were Pat Hicks, Jamie Paschall, Larry Travis, Billy Rex
Paschall, Ricky Spann and Jimmy Dan Paschall. Burial was in Oak Grove
Cemetery.

Mrs. Omega Mae Gargus, 82, Murray . died today, Wednesday, Jan. 3.
2001. at 12. 30 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband. William Gargus. died Jan 9. 1998. Born April 7, 1918, in
Calloway County . she was the daughter 01 the late Elmer Tucker and Mais Adams Tucker.
Mrs. Gargus was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Survivors include one son, Sherrill Gargus and wife, Greta, three
granddaughters, Mrs. Gina Claiborne and husband, Danny, Ms. Julie Gargus, and Mrs. Amy Rowhuff and husband,. Steve, and three great-grandchildren, Wesley Claiborne, Kristina Rowhuff and Carrie Rowhuff, all of
Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Thursday.

Kail Hart
Kai! Hart, 85, Hazel, died,Tuesday, Jan. 2, 2001, at 5:45 p.m. at Henry
County Medical Center. Paris, Tenn.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.

James Clint Greer

Mrs. Peggy Browne

The funeral for James Clint Greer will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Jack Geurin and the
Rev. Richard Edmiston will officiate. Burial will follow in Spring Creek
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today(Wednesday).
Mr. Greer, 76, Spring Road. Almo, died Monday, Jan. 1,2001, at 5:10
p.m. at his home.
Retired from Carbide factory at Calvert City, he was also a retired
farmer and a member of Spring Creek Baptist Church and American Legion. He served in the U.S. Army during World'War II and was a prisoner
of war in Germany.
Born Dec. 11, 1924, he was the son of the late Ray Greer and Virgil
Moore Greer. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Pauline Hammary, and one brother, Fred Greer.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Doris Vied
three daughters.
Mrs. Patty Harris and husband, Ricky, and Mrs. Margaret Wisehart and
husband, Ronald, all of Murray, and Mrs. Jane Lamb and husband, Steve,
Almo; five sons, Tommy Greerand wife, Kay, and Kenneth Greer and
wife, Luna, all of Kirkse_x„Charlie Greer and wife, Darlene, Bell City,
Jimmy Greer and wife, Peggy. Murray, and Donald Greer, Coldwater; five
sisters, Mrs. Calleen Egner and husband, Elzy, Mrs. Lujean Stevenson and
husband. Edison. Mrs. Clara Don Pace, Mrs. Verda Bedwell and'husband,
Joe, and Mrs. Connie Bebout and husband, Danny, and one brother, Alton
Greer and wife, Clara M., all of Calvert City.
Also surviving are 18 grandchildren, Jason Greer and wife, Courtney,
Patricia Greer, Patrick Greer.'Amanda Greer, Kaci Greer, Halee Greer.
Bradley Harris, Brady Harris, Jessica Greer, Kelsie Greer. Erica Greer,
Chad Greer, Clay Lamb. Brittany Lamb, Lacey Lamb, Molly Wisehart
Franklin and husband, Justin. Wesley Wisehart and Justice Wisehart; three
great-grandchildren; three stepgrandchildren; three stepgreat-grandchildren: several niece\ :ind nephew'.

Mrs: Peggy Browne. 51, Rowlett Trail, Murray, died Monday, Jan. I.
2001, at 5:45 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Albert Browne, died Dec. 23, 2000. She was the daughter
of the late Herzel H. Matz and Freda Crawford Matz.
sSurvivors include one daughter, Mrs. Amy Caraker and husband,
James, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Jean rice and husband, Charles, Lady
Lakes, Fla.; two brothers, James F. Matz and wife, Rita, Lebanon, Ohio,
and Glen T. Hickinbotham and wife, Pat, Lauderdale Lakes, Ha.
. Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in,charge of arrangements, but no
visitation or services will be scheduled here.
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SERVICE NEWS
Army Pvt. Matthew S. Comeau.
has graduated from basic combat
training at Fort Knox.
During the training, the trainee
received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapohs, map reading. tactics, military courtesy, military justice, physical fitness, first
aid. and Army history and traditions.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

He is the son of Barbara A.
Carbonneau of 5506 94 E.. Murray, and Christopher C. Comeau
of '2307 Benedict Lane, Shelby
'ownship, Mich.
Comeau is a 2000 graduate of
Calloway County High School. •
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WithaHomeEs ty Line
ofCredit from Firstar,we'll do
everything but pack your bags.

MURRAY

SFAIRS
Home appliances, electronics, lawn & garden and tools

all Maytag appliances
ON SALE**
plus ZERO% until January 2002
and free delivery on all
Maytag appliances over $399
when you use your
Sears card** 4ria

Get a great rate backed by our
exclusive Five Star Service Guarantee.%tut/

$50 rebates
on select
Maytag washers*
$30 to $50
rebates on select
Maytag dishwashers*

6 month

introductory fixed rate*

Home improvements. Tuition. A dream vacation. All
yours with a l'irstar Equiline Home Equity Line of
Credit. All at an introductory interest rate you'll love.
And all hacked with banking's highest level ofcustomer
service-guaranteed. To apply, call 1-800-75-MONEY,
hig onto uww.tirstarcom, or stop by any Firstar branch.

'Through January 13. -Through January
.
Nst, 90

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart
Bel-Air Center Murray • PH: 753-2310
HRS: Mon.-Sat. 9-6 • Sun. 12-5

Prime Rate
PRI%

• I iin.fikev
Sears in-Stock Promise On Advertised Items We try to have adequate stock ol advertised items When Out-of-stocks occur, you have a choice of two or
•An equal or better item at the aovertised price •A raincheck for the advertised item This In-Stock Promise excludes limited caters special orders and item
normally available at your Sears store Not valid on Exceptional Values outlet store purchases Hemet.% Furniture, catalog ordrirs cosmetics fragrances `
Army Baby CI and Premier 0-Shock watches Calphalon Bose BF Goodnch AT/80 toes Maytag Gemini Neptune and Joon
Accears hemming aids, ei
exam tees licensed businesses installed home improvements and maintenance agreements 0" FINANCING DETAILS 1when,offered) Available lot gusher
purchases when you use your Sears Card Sears Premier Card. Sears Charge Plus. Sears Home Improvement Account or Sears MasterCard Si. your specie(
,
,„.
• -ins tor your applicable rates

•
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The 29th "Make A Difference Day" will be Saturday from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University
Roy Stewart Stadium. Several items will be collected.
Persons are requested to box, bundle or bag the paper and
make sure newspapers are separate from other papers.
WATCH will be present to collect aluminum cans; Taylor
Buses will collect oil; Murray Lions Club will college eyeglasses.
Murray State University will give a free ticket to Saturday
night's basketball game with UT of Martin to one child per
car going through the line.

Garden Department will meet

PLAYING GAMES...Elizabeth Whitehurst plays a carnival
game of Duck Pond with Barbara Kelley, a Murray Sti3te
University student worker, at the Evening Care Preschbol
Primary Program at MSU.

Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the club house. "Gardening with Evelyn"
will be the program to be presented by Evelyn Wallis. Names will
be tabled for membership. Hostesses will be Rosanna Miller, Gloria McLaughlin, Hazel Matthai and Martha Guier.

BIRTHS

4-H Council meeting planned
Calloway County 4-H Club Council will meet Thursday at 3:30
p.m. at First United Methodist Church.

Seth Jacob Campbell-Hughes
Mark Allen Campbell and Jessica Louise Hughes of Murray are
the parents of a son, Seth Jacob Campbell-Hughes, born on T ursspi-.
day, Dec. 7, 2000, at 3:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
tal.
hThe baby weighed four pounds eight ounces and measured 18
Cs.
Grandparents are Connie Valentine of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. qienn
Schulenberg of Draffenville, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hughes of S ithland and Mark Campbell Sr. of Kuwait.

Emily Nicole Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Brown of 825 Glendale Rd.. Murray, are the
parents of,a daughter, Emily Nicole Brown, born on Wednesday, Dec.
20, 2000, at 1:11 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. `
The baby weighed seven pounds 13 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Sheila Brame.
Grandparents are Debbie, Miller of Murray, Garry Brown of Calvert
City. Danny Brame of Kirksey and Sherry Brame of Mayfield.

Residents battle cold weather
The freezing temperatures that
have brought snow and ice to
.iany- -Kentucky communities this
month serve as a reminder that
it's a good time to. prepare for
winter, according to a release from
the Cabinet for Health Services,
Frankfort.
Exposure to cold temperatures
can cause *life-threatening health
problems. Babies and the elderly
are especially at risk, but anyone
can be affected by cold weather.
Here are some suggestions from
the National Center for Environmental Health, part of the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-.,
‘entirin:
•••
Plan Ahead - Emergency Sup-plies
•
Prepare your home and car for
winter. Keep food, a first aid kit,
water, a battery-powered radio,
flashlight, blankets and other necessities in case you lose power. Similar items should be kept in your
car. along with maps,tool kit, booster cables, windshield scraper and
other items.

Have your car's radiator serviced, replace windshield wiper fluid
and replace any worn tires.

Mr and Mrs. Richard J. Moroscak Jr

Ford and Moroscak
wedding vows said
Marla Renae' Ford of Murray and Richard J. Moroscak Jr. of
Cleveland. Ohio, were married Saturday, Oct. 7, 2000, at -St. John's
Episcopal Church, Georgetown Parish, Washington, D.C.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy H. Ford of 1507
Oxford Dr., Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Moroscak of
31437 Shaker Blvd., Pepper Pike, Ohio.
Dr. David A. Williams officiated at the ceremony with John W.
Dale of Murray was homilist. Dr. Dudley Oakes was organist.
Mrs. Teresa Ford Chope of Washington. D.C., was the matron of
honor. Flower girls were Madeline Cole of Rye, N.H., and Clasby
Chope of Washington, D.C.
John M. Moroscak of Cleveland. Ohio, was best man. Ring bear.
er was John Dearborn of Alexandria, Va.
Ushers were Raymond Cashen, Sprague Simonds and Christopher
Weilminster.
A reception followed at The City Tavern Club, Washington, D.C.
The bride, a graduate of Murray High School, received her bachelor of science degree in 1992 from the University of Mississippi.
She is an urology specialist for Merck & Co., Inc.
The groom, a graduate of University School for Boys, received his
bachelor of arts degree in 1988 from Syracuse University, Syracuse,
N.Y. He is account manager for Sandbox.COM.
Mr. and Mrs. Moroscak Jr. are now residing in Washington, D.C.

Dress Warm and Stay Dcy
Adults and children should wear:
a hat, a scarf or knit mask to
cover face and mouth, sleeves that
are snug at the wrist, mittens,
water-resistant coat and shoes, several layers of loose-fitting clothing.
Stay dry - wet clothing chills
the body rapidly. Excess perspiration also will increase heat loss,
so remove extra layers of clothDr.' Kern Alexander, president
ing whenever you feel too warm. of Murray State University, spoke
Shivering is a first sign that the at a meeting of Murray Rotary
body is losing heat.
Club held at Pagliai's Restaurant.
•••
The speaker reported that MSU
Avoid Exertion
- was the only Kentucky universiCold weather puts an extra strain ty ranked in the "U.S. News &
on the heart: If you have heart World Report" and received an
disease or high blood pressure, outstanding rating.
follow your doctor's advice about
Enrollment is also at a record
shoveling snow or performing other high with the highest percentage
hard work in the cold.
of graduate students, and higher
Otherwise, if you have to do rating also for athletic students.
heavy outdoor chores, dress warmAlexander thanked the town for
ly and work slowly.
their enthusiastic support of the university and answered questions
from the audience

Alexander speaks to Rotary

JOIN NOW!
Offer Ends Jan. 12

E.'
wi Ea

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER

305 N. 12th SI.. University Square, Nitirra

I 1

Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals are scheduled to meet tonight
(Wednesday) at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille.

Heat sign-up started
More money hasibeen released for the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program CLIHEAP). The local office of West Kentucky Allied Services, now at 203 South Sixth St., Murray, will
take applications for the hear, assistance starting today (Tuesday).
Hours are 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. The temporary telephone number is 753-5362, ext. 43.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will have a meeting on Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Another meeting will be on Jan. 25. This is for any person who
has lost a child of any age. For information call Hilda Bennett at
498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, MCC1-1 c112, la; at 762-1274. —

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings
at :all stops in January. The blood sugar test must performed two
hours after completing a meal. Thursday stops will be at Wal-Mart
-at Paris, Tenn., from 9 to 1-1:30 a.m. and Minit Mart at Puryear,
Tenn., from I to 3 p.m.

Flu shots to be given at schools
Calloway County Elementary Schools have scheduled flu shots
to be given to elementary students who have already turned in a
signed permission form- on Jan. 3, 4 and 5. The shots will be
given on these days, weather permitting. The second round of three
Hepatitis B shots will also be given to fifth graders who have
already turned in signed permission forms on Jan. 3, 4 and 5.

Stop Smoking Classes planned
Stop Smoking classes will be held at Graves County Health
Center, Mayfield, and McCracken County Health Center, Paducah
beginning the second week in January. Pre-registration is required
by calling 1-270-247-3353 at Mayfield or 1-270-444-9631 at Paducah.

Special books on sale
KERN ALEXANDER

Wrinkle Cream
Great Success

Mon -Wed.-Fri. 8-5.
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

Bass n Gals scheduled to meet

Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will sponsor a
piano and vocal contest for middle and high school (6th-12th)
grades on Tuesday, Feb. 20; 2001-A monetary prize will be award;
ed. All entry forms, available in the school offices, must be received
no later than Wednesday, Feb. 14, 2001.

ADVERTISE ME N

50% Off

The board of Calloway County Public Library is scheduled to
meet today (Wednesday) at 4:30 p.m.

Music contest is scheduled

SUBSCRIBE

SPECIAL

Library board scheduled to meet

Millions of jars of the
exciting EB5 Facial Cream,
developed by Pharmacist Robert
Heldfond, have been purchased
by women who are reporting,
wonderful results.
EB5 Facial Cream is perfect
for the'woman who may already
have the dreaded signs of looking
older wrinkles, crow's feet,
crepes' neck and throat,"feather"
lips, uneven blotches, dry,
sensitive skin...but also for the
"baby boomer" who may only
have a few lines and is worried
about looking old too soon.
E85 works like five creams
in one jar...a Wrinkle Cream,
Throat Cream, Firming Cream,
24-Hour Moisturizing Cream,
and Make-up Base all in one.
Go into yourriearest JCPenney
and buy a jar of EB5 Facial
Cream today. Before your very

"Recollections" (Volume IX), published English class student
writers at Calloway County High" School, is now on sale. Books
at $16 each may be purchased from student writers or they may
be mailed upon a request together with a check for $20 made out
to Calloway County High School to cover the shipping and handling to Lynda Coleman, 296 Buchanan Ln., New Concord, KY
42076. For more information call the school at 762-7374 or Coleman at 436-5604.

NOW IN
PROGRESS!
eyes, your skin will . appear
firmer and feel soft and velvety
and look younger for years
to come.
One jar lasts for many months
and is sold with a guarantee of
comptete satisfaction. So buy a
jar at JCPenney today!
To hear Pharmacist Heldfond
tell about all EB5 discoveries
call tolt.free 1-800-929-8325 or
visit online at www.eb5.com

50%
OFF STOREWIDE

EEL'

women's shoes & accessories

SHOES • HANDBAGS
•JEWELRY • GIFTS
• CHILDREN'S ROOM

406 SOUTH 12TH ST.
MURRAY
753-0300
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First birthday
celebrated
Marisa Renea Todd celebrated
her first birthdv on Nov. II.
2000. with a fanily party held at
her home.
"Blues Clues" was the theme
of the party.
Attending were her parents. John
and Tarwny Todd, her grandparents. Steve and Ina Todd, Skeeter
and Betty Smith and Darrell and
Wilma Hopkins.
Also attending were Michael.
Effie and Noah Hopkins, Brian
Hopkins. and Amy and Andy Todd.

MARISA TODD

Mellon presents program
Gerry Mellon was the speaker
at the recent meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club at the club house.
"Are You Media Literate?" was
the subject of Mellon's program.
A brunch was served prior to
the meeting.
Hostesses were Brenda Call,
Gaborila Sosa-Lupi and Patricia
Barton.

Mr. and Mrs. Sindin Andrew Jobs

Pflaumer-Jobs vows
said at local church

Mrs. Jody Scott Camper

Barbara Ptburner and Sindin Andrew Jobs were married Saturday,
Aug. 12, 2000, at 2- p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Barbara Shores Barden, Charlotte, N.C., officiated at the
double ring _ceremony. Rev. Barden was previously the groom's youth
leader at the Murray church prior to her ordination. Music was by
Brent Webster, guitarist, Tracy Leslie, pianist, Peter Marinos, soloist,
Sarah Jane Kolb and Jody Scott Camper were married Friday. Dec.
and Frank Schiro, accompanist.
2000. at First Baptist Church, Paducah.
29,
The altar flowers honored the memory and spirit of the parents of
Dr.
J. Kevin McCallon officiated at the ceremony.
the bride, Norman and Dolores Nen.
Music
was by Arthur DeWeese and Mrs. Sara Atkinson.
Escorted by her brother, Norman Itjen, Elba, N.Y., the bride wore
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Frank J. Kolb III of
a floor length gown of silk charmeuse and silk chiffon with fitted
Paducah. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. H.J. Bryan and the late
bodice, designed by the bride. The bodice was adorned with beaded
Mr. Bryan of .Murray and of Mrs. Frank J. Kolb Jr., and the late
appliques. She carried an armful of wildflowers. She wore teardrop
Frank J. Kolb Jr. and Grace Kolb of Mayfield.
pearl earrings and necklace, a gift of the groom.
The groom is the son of Pete Childress Sr. and Robin Childress
The bride surprised the groom and sung "Starting Here, Starting
Bristol. Tenn.
of
Now" following the exchanging of the vows and prior to the exchange
Serving. as matron of honor was Mm Carla Parr of Golconda, ill.
of the rings.
were Laura Elizabeth Morgan and Melissa Ann Morgan.
Susan Schuler, Elba, N.Y., sister of the bride, was matron of honor. Bridesmaids
Louisville,
and Morgan Grace Hooper of Tuscaloosa, Ala.
both
of
Bridesmaid was Kathryn Dolores Schuler, niece of the bride. The
Foster Sutherland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sarah
girl
was
Flower
attendants wore identical sleeveless linen salmon dresses and carried
Sutherland of Nashville, Tenn.
Sid
wildflowers.
Serving as best man was Roger Greer of Clarksville, Tenn. GroomsRichard Jobs of Jersey City, N.J., served his brother as man of
and ushers were Jacob Childress of Bristol, Tenn., Frank John
men
honor. Groomsmen and ushers were Derrick Watson, Paducah, Mike
Kolb
IV of Washington, D.C.. Scott Thomas Morgan of Louisville
.Quinn, St. Louis, Mo., Kurt Keeslar, Pendleton, and Mike Daniel,
William
Thomas Hooper of Tuscaloosa.
and
Murray. Honorary groomsman was Matt Harrington. Gararem Zimbearer was Joshua_Kolb Sutherland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sid
Ring
babwe, Africa.
Sutherland of Nashville, Tenn.
Matching the groom, all attendantts wdre charcoal strollers' with
Mrs. Roxana Hawes Langston of Paducah was guest register atten" Coordinated gray strip coordinated tr6users, and dove gray vest with
dant.
glen plaid tie.
A reception followed at the Paducah Country Club.
The mother of the groom, Loretta Jobs, was escorted by Kurt
bride is a 1999 graduate of Virginia Intermont College with
The
Keeslar and Rick Jobs, followed by the father of the groom, Sid Jobs.
bachelor
of science degree in equine studies. She is employed by
a
the mother wore an ivory floor length file dress with picture book
Associates, PSC and Little Mac Stable.
Orthopaedic
Purchase
and
were
neckline. Mr. and Mrs. Jobs were married March 25, 1961,
graduate of Sullivan Central High School.
is
a
1996
The
groom
n
the firstsouple married in the -aew_church sanctuary.
Blueprint & Supply Co.. Inc.. the U.S
Paducah
by
is
employed
He
At the guest register were Carol Levine and Melissa Slaybaugh,
Office
Depot.
and
Reserve
Marine Corps
both of Brooklyn, N.Y,
Paducah.
residing
in
couple
is
The
bridal
Ellie Christopher was the wedding coordinator, director and floral
designer.
Immediately following the ceremony. a barbecue and fish fry were
held at Playhouse in the Park, Murray.
Derrick Watson, soloist and guitarist, played and sung the bride's
father's favorite song while the couple had their first dance as man
and wife. Soul Belly was the band for the afternoon and evening.
The couple spent their honeymoon on the island of Aruba and in
Argentina.
Mr. and Mrs. Jobs are relocating from New York to Denver, Colo.,
where Mr. Jobs will be general manager of the Telecom Group at
Cahriers Business and Mrs. Jobs will be a senior recruiter with Doubleclick.
A bridal event given in honor of the couple was a couples' event

Kolb and Camper vows
solemnized on Dec. 29

Announce
your Wedding,
Engagement,
GERRY MELLON

or Social Event

Alcott named
to dean's list

in the

Murray Student Autumn Alcott
was one of 310 students named
to dean's list for the fall 2000
se/nester-at Union University, Jackson, Tenn.
The dean's list includes fulltirne students who achieve a 3.5
grade point average on a fourpoint scale.
Alcott is the daughter of Ste‘c
and Paula Alcott of Robertori
Road South. Murray.

make it easy to start healthy exercise habits.
As a member, you'll enjoy the following amenities and services:

ARO

•EXPECT SUCCESS WEIGHT LOSS CLASS

No Fees!
No Hidden Costs!

Th

PERSONAL FITNESS

PROGRAM
*AEROBIC CLASSES

one pose

•FREE WEIGHTS

Package
includes:

•LARGE WORKOUT CENTER

13
lwo 8x lOs
three 5x7s
four 312 x5s
2 1 wallets

•BODY PUMP

one 10x

*CIRCUIT WEIGHT TRAINING
•THE LATEST EQUIPMENT
•PERSONALIZED EXERCISE

WAL*MART*

PROGRAMS

Portrait Studio

*CHILD CARE

No sumo PM OR ADDITKMAL 04.9,011. tmr ono almeriksal mew.p*,fore* pewee
5355 pedaser, price pad of pboogropby Poeo (or od....inad p.SIlliOdiOn Up lb Five ocklitionoi
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Your chow* ,e1 morloble borkgrovvie. eons gm.Rollosione appfy

5 DAYS ONLY
'Thursday. January 4- Mondati, January 8

•AFFORDABLE RATES FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY

Notogropber wit be avaliable these

Call or visit today for a
free tour ofour facility.

Pholognaphef boors 10 a m - 7 p.m

MURRAY
(US HWY.641 NORTH)
a"mei.no

OM.goo.
eleeimeeeemeell,

nr,o _
NUORYI ONO

Whit ONLY,

The Family
IHEAVIE ILOCEL MEW TG RE:PORT
753-au
-

you did!

1-800-928-7273

Our comfortable, state-of-the-art facility and personal service

$3.95

You'll be glad

COUNSELING
SERVICES AVAILABLE
For Adults & Children

Time flies, so make a commitment today
to get in shape!

12 WEEK

& 'Times.

RAPE CRISIS
CENTER

5 Months 'Til Summer...

Hot Prices

Murray(edger

808CHESTNUT ST.
IHURRAK,KY
(270)739-9622

With toe beginning of the new year H e all
have our resolutions that we try to keep.
Exercise more and cutting back on fatty
foods are just a few of the resolutions that
we all make. Unfortunately we often go
back to some of our old habits.
Until you reach your goals one of the best
ways to look slimmer is to find a black pant
that flatters your figure type.
To enhance your curves look for flat front
pants in stretch synthetic fabrics with a
high waist band, side zipper and a slim leg.
They define your Midsection and zmpha.
size your lower half.
Don't choose styles with pleats or side
pockets, both tend to add too much width
to your midsection.
Camouflage your hips and behind with
wide leg, drawstring pants or double-pleated styles. Fluid light weight fabrics will
slim your body the best — de-emphasizing
your lower half.
Don't go for slim, narrow pants or styles
with back pockets — they only emphasize
your trouble spots.
To trim your tummy — go for styles with
stitched down pleats and a soft drapey kg.
They streamline your midsection, creating
a long lean shape. Don't wear pants with
front pockets. which add bulk where you
don't need it.
Your tummy will look trimmer when you
wear a fitted blouse and matching tank with
your black pants. When your blouse is
worn unbuttoned and untucketi it 'helps
conceal and the fitted tank will whittle your
waist. Wear a pretty choker or an unusual
necklace to draw attention upward. .
To balance proportions and shift attention
from your hips wear an elongated leather
jacket in a bright fun color and put it with a
horizontally striped top, the jacket gives
you a long lean line, adding simple pumps
will rebalance your figure.
When you have curves a good .way to
show them off is to wrap a skinny belt
around your midsection over a light weight
knit top, or wear a chain belt just above the
hips.
All of these styles paired with the perfect
black pant will update your wardrobe and
make you look your best until you actually
lose the weight you want to lose.
I hope everyone had a happy and safe
New Year's Eve. May the year 2001 bring
harmony and .peace to all. Throw away
what you no longer need and make room
for the new We alwayx_think-of spring is
the time to clean. but sometimes cleaning is
hest to do nght now and make your resolurid iii
o - clutter and the old things
tions to get no/
that no longer 9,4 us, Congratulations to
fleth Marti who won the jewelry at our
luncheon on Friday. Come for lunch and
,hop our great.SALE —
Stay tuned to nest week's Fun & Fashion
report....

0.1WLEIT
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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CHECK OUT OUR
WEEKLY SPECIALS!!

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HA PP N. BIRTH DAY for Thursday. an
4, 2001
Opportunities stnke this year for those
who are open and creative You find
solutions through brainstorming with
people you respect. Sometimes you
might be more challenging or goaldirected than you realize. Others reac.t to
you. It is impossible to stay neutral If
you are single, romance will weave
through a friendship. You will be able to
bond the two into one relationship this
fall If you are attached, you two might
argue about what you want, but ultimately this will pull you closer together
because once you agree, there is no
wavenng. Add more fun to your relationship TAURUS brings out the kid in you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive:
Have:
5-Dynamic.
3-Average: 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 2I-April 191
**** Seek alternative routes to the
same solution. You might be pressured to
the max as you juggle funds with a key
goal in mind. What you are looking at
might not be realistic. Pressure builds
between you arid another. A discussion
takes a lively turn. Tonight: Treat yourself well.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You see someone in your life
as highly idealistic. Though this person
can he inspirational, he can lead you
astray. An associate is hot under the collar. How important is it to keep this person calm? Tonight: Your smile wins the
day.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Sit back and think. Say little and
seek out information. Your sense of what
is happening could change after a heated
discussion with an associate. Give someone the space to think through his position. Make calls. Check out a possible
tnp or vacation. Tonight. Get a good
night's sleep.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** Join friends and get to the
bottom of a problem. Think about what
you ultimately want from a partner. Be
realistic ahout what is happening with
this person. Your libido directs your
energy. Flirting can only get you in trouble. Tonight: Play the night away.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
**** Maintain a high profile with
those in charge. Others might confuse
what seems perfectly clear to you. Help
another see your thinking and logic. You
might lose your temper if you aren't
careful. Many turn to you for ideas and
feedback. Your influence makes waves.
Tonight: in the limelight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Others see you as visionary
in some respect. You might-get - into a
contest of wills with another. Be careful
with your words. You don't want to trigger a situation and make a disagreement
unresolvable. Tonight: Take the high
road.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You and a partner or business
A associate need to get down to brass tacks
financially. Though you might not be
comfortable with all that is said and
shared. it is important to air different
views. Find a midpoint. Tonight: Work as
a team.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might have an overly ,strong
reaction to another. You might not see
eye to eye; in fact. Ills quite likely that
there will be a point of contention.
Imagine what it is like to walk in this person's footsteps. Tonight: Be agreeable
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Take your time. Really. there is no
reason to push others to agree with you.
Think about what is going on with an
associate or someone who has an impact
on your day-to-day life. Take time to go
to the gym and get additional exercise.
Tonight: Whatever you do, make it easy.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Spin a fun tale or two. Think
about vagueness that surrounds a money
matter You want to stay directed and
focused. A friend could distract you from
what you want to do. Your lively nature
comes out with a child or loved one. Be
more playful. Tonight: Enjoy those
around you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
*** Stay upbeat and allow others to
see your whimsical and positive nature.
Dealing with someone in charge could be
difficult This person is often touchy. but
right now he's assertive and aggressive.
Know that your emotions run high
Tonight: Take personal time.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** Stunning news might encourage you to revamp your opinions or
change plans. Communication flourishes, but you might not be as clear as you
could be. Keep seeking Solutions, and
don't accept a no. Return calls and
e-mail Tonight: Out and about.

AO

BORN TODAY
Musician Michael Stipe (1960), actress
Jane Wymaii (1914). boxer Floyd
Patterson (1935)

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 3, 2001

New Hours:
Mon.-Sot.

Prices Good
Jan. 3 thru
Jan. 9

8:00-7:00

9o0d 7004e

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

7teiNG 900d 7014

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

AIVIIMAIT'S • IMIAIMAIIr'S" • IPMVAE'ArWITS •
Owens Best Family Pk

Ground Chuck
Ham Trimmings

Ravioli
$329

Kentucky Farms

Carnation

2% Milk
$1 99
gal,

Hot Chocolate
io ck $ 1 29

$1

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

Syrup

14,5_15022/8Y Corn

Whole Milk

Mixed Veg.

"
24 oz $ 1

00

14,7 oz

4P2

99' Cheese Chunks
4/$20° Chili

8 oz. 3/$400

1/2 gal

Hormel With Beans

Del Monte F.S. or Cut
14502

Del Monte

Vlasic Dill Spears or Sweet Butter

Chips

2/$300

Land of Lakes

Prairie Farms

Green Beans

Wheaties 12 oz. or
Kix 9 oz.

fin Del Monte Peas, Sliced Carrots &

4,4 Del Monte C.S. or W.K.

Krauts

Jz $ 1 69

General Mills

Log Cabin

bsh

moils
Apple Juice

1Lb 2/99°,

$129
12 pk j

24 oz, $ 1 79

Fruits

AcurAmews

$269

Boneless $2.09 Lb

Margarine

89

Sirloin
Tip Steak

Lb.

Blue Bonnet

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

Rolled Rump or
Sirloin Tip Roast

Round Steak
1 99
Toasted

For Seasoning
Smoked

1/2 Liter 6 Pk,

U.S. Choice Boneless

U.S. Choice

99
150, 89C
15 oz

4/$200
14,5 oz.

General Mills

Cheerios

2/$300
10 oz.

Dishwashing
Dawn'pt

e ergen
Diet Sprite or
Sprite
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

28 OZ

$229

15 pk. cans $289

2 Liter

99'

AmAgresAcsaircrAw

Owen's BeSt
Boneless Honey

Baby
Swiss

Owens Best
Barbecue

Baked Ham
$429

Cheese
$499

Ribs
$429

Owens Best
Barbec,ue

Owens Best
Deli

Beef

Roast Beef

$.429
Lt-)

$499

Golden Ripe

Ready-To-Eat
1 Lb.

Sno White

Cauliflower

Bananas
00

Carrots

Owen s Best Baked or
Barbecue

Large Crisp
Head

10 Lb Bag
U.S #1 Idaho

3 Lb Bag
Red or Golden Del

Beans
$ 39

Lettuce

Potatoes
$ 1 99

Apples

Lb

3 $1

994

$ 1 59

Don't foTget...
Girl ScOuts
always
needs
„ • )Volunteers!

030

Ca11270/443-8704
or 888/771-5171
Girl Scouts,
for details.

994

2/$300
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Pillsbury Plain or Self-Rising
Pictured are re-enactors (from left), Judy Jones, Rebecca Yoder, Babble Teckenhrock, Bill
Jones, Thomas Yoder, Mike Chilton, Gary Jones, Greg Miller, Zeb Teckenbrock, (drummer),
Gary Teckenbrock, Mitch Portis and Mr. John Brinkley.

Edwards memorial held
A memorial was held Oct. 28
for confederate soldier Sgt. William
Franklin Edwards, 3rd Ky. Company G.
Edwards served under Nathaniel
Forrest along with other leaders
and fought several battles including Fort Done!son, Shiloh and
Vicksburg.
The ceremony was held at the

Wyatt cemetery in Calloway County and was conducted by confederate re-enactors consisting mostly Of the 3rd Ky . Company G.
Speakers included ancestors Judy
Short Edwards (Lone Oak), Pete
Howell (Brewers), Donnie A. Howell (Arlington); and messages by
re-enactors, Mr. Gary Teckenbrock,
chaplinatev. Thomas Yoder and a

rendition of"Look Away Dixieland"
by Rebecca Yoder.
The ceremony also included a
setting of a gravestone, a placing
of a wreath of red roses by ancestor Bobby Mohler (Dekter), and a
three shot volley by the re-enactors.
Aproximately 100 ancestors and
neighbors attended.

.1

2^
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Bridgestone/Firestone and GM
said they had received no claims
of damage or injury relating to
the tires.
new
recall involves
The
P265/70R16-size Wilderness LE
tires built at its plant in Cuernavaca, Mexico, during the week
of April 23.
The company said about 150
tires made on April 24 were built
with contaminated rubber, creating a weaker bond With one of

or construction will be replaced
for free. The warranties begin with
2001 models.
"We now stand behind every
component in our vehicles," Ford
president and CEO Jacques Nasser said Tuesday. -Administering
Most of the tires were supplied our own tire warranty will also
to GM, which used them on some play a role in our 'early warning
2000 GMC Yukon XL SUVs as system,' providing early access to
well as on Chevrolet Suburbans.
data on tire performance."
The affected tires have on their
Ford has said a lack of war!'
sidewall the Transportation Depart- ranty data was one reason the
ment code V672WL11700 or Firestone tire problems weren't
V672WL21700. Firestone's telespotted sooner.
phone hot line for consumers with
Previously, only GM has covquestions is (800) 465-1904.
ered tires under its basic warAlso Tuesday, Ford Motor Co. ranties in the United States, with
said it is offering tire warranties other automakers referring cuson its Ford, Lincoln and Mercury tomers with complaints to tire dealmodels as a way to alert itself to ers. GM said its system helped
problems like those that led to detect the problem with tires on
last year's Firestone recall.
its SUVs that lead to Tuesday's
Tires with defects in material recall.
• •1

Pride of Illinois Corn or Green Beans

drawal late last week.
The planned 27,000-square-foot
structure on the 2.8-acre site in
Brentwood would have been about
six times the size of a typical
home in the tony but low-key
neighborhood of west Los Angeles.
The project had called for a
retractable roof, underground stables, a three-story guardhouse, a
2,400-square-foot guest house —

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

3

15 oz. Can

2 Liter

For $1.00

6 oz. Can

99°

Velvet Bathroom Tissue

Chicken of the Sea Tuna

the steel belts that could make the
tread bettirbe deformed or -Stparated. The whole week's production was recalled tp ensure all affected tires were recovered, the company said.

Spielberg horse ring nixed
. LOS ANGELES (AP) — Director Steven Spielberg has withdrawn a zoning application for a
giant five-story horse-riding ring
after facing negative publicity and
opposition from neighbors.
Andy Spahn, an executive at
DreamWorks SKG, Spielberg's
entertainment company,told the Los
Angeles Times in Wednesday's editions that residents' concerns
prompted the application with-

77'

5 Lb.
Bag

Firestone recalls 8,000 tires
DETROIT (AP) — Bridgestone/Firestone said it ig recalling
about 8,000 truck tires, many of
which may have been installed on
4,700 General Motors sport utility vehicles.
The tire maker said Tuesday
that the recall is unrelated to problems that led to the recall of 6.5
million Firestone tires in August.

Flour

h11,11un

44'

4 Roll Pkg.

49°

Smucker's

Grape Jelly

87'

2 Lb.
Jar

Francesco Rinaldi Spaghetti Sauce
26 oz. Jar

97'

.97

2
18 Lb. Bag $

Prepriced $3.99

Planters Cheese Balls or Curls
4-1/2 oz. to 6-1/2 oz.

Trail Blazer Dog Food

77

Del-Monte Corn or Green Beans
15 oz. Can

3

001
2
•
For $

QUALITY MEATS

and an estimated price tag of more
than $7 million.
"I think they thought it was going
to sail through, and it hit a wall
when all of us hired a lawyer,"
said Henry Gradstein, a lawyer
whose property borders Spielberg's.
The horse ring was intended
for Spielberg's wife, actress Kate
Capshaw. The Spielbergs, who live
in nearby Pacific Palisades, have
no plans to live on the land.

Boston Butt

9
!

Pork Roast

Pork

Sliced Slab

Steak

Bacon

Country Style

U.S.D.A. Boneless Choice

Ribs

Chuck Roast

Pork

Boneless Beef

Cutlets

Stew Meat

for just

• s114.2

mper
onth

•
2")
I.

Look how
low your
payments
can be:

$7,500

$20,000

Large Head

VP *ft

Number of
Payments

Amount
Financed

-

•;

$114.18*

$259.66*

Lettuce

57C

a.
Ea.

180

• Annual Percentage Rate 1350% &Med to our normal crecle pokes

You'll be surprised at how much you can borrow for so little each month.
And how fast we can put the cash in your hands. Approvals in less than 24
,hours. Choose one of the plans shown, or let us tailor a plan just for you.

Murray
506 C N. 12th St.

753-4992

AM ER!CAN
GENERAL
FINANCE
www LoansFast corn

Red Ripe

Tomatoes
Green Bell

Pepper
Pink

Grapefruit

Yellow

Lb 57' Onions
U.S. #1 Russett
3 $1.00 Potatoes
Red Seedless
4
Grapes
For

For $1•00

Lb

10 Lb. Bag

28°

1.47

1.47

Lb $
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Racers fall to Broncos Moore signs
Santa Clara 77, RACERS 72
Staff Report
MURRAY ST (5-6)
Murray Ledger & Times
Spencer 6-12 3-4 16 Whelcnei 7-14 0-3
SANTA CLARA. Calif. - Two 18, Horning 0-1 0-1 0. Burdine 2-10 3-4
scoring runs highlighted Tuesday's 9, Shumate 5-12 0-0 12, Paschel 2-6 0-0
5, Victor 4-5 0-0 9. Thomas 1-2 1-2 3
matchup between Murray State and Totals 23-53 23-30 77
SANTA CLARA (7-7)
Santa Clara.
Unfortunately for the Racers, Ross 5-10 2-3 15. Holmes 4-14 10-10 18.
Howell 0-0 0-0 0, Vaka 2-3 0-0 4. Jones
the latter one cost them the game. 5-11 6-11 16. Bobbin 1-2 0-0 2, Bailey 3Santa Clara erased a 10-point 5 2-2 11, Morrissette 0-0 0-0 0. Westphal
halftime deficit - and a 13-0 Mur- 0-0 0-0 a Holbrook 3-5 0-0 8, Emslie 02 3-4 3 Totals 27-62 7-14 72
ray run - with a 27-3 second-half Halftime-Murray State 37, Santa Clara 27
run that propelled it to a 77-72 3-point goals-Murray State 11-22 (Whelchel
Shumate 2-3, Burdine 2-8. Spencer 1triumph over the Racers at the 4-6,
1. Paschel 1-2. Victor 1-2), Santa Clara 8Leavey Center.
14 (Bailey 3-5. Ross 3-5. Holbrook 2-2.
The loss means that MSU will Vaka 0-1. Jones 0-1) Fouled out-Spencer
limp into Ohio Valley Conference Rebounds-Murray State 38 (Horning 10).
Santa Clara 36 (Emslie 8) Assists-Murplay this weekend with a 5-6 record ray State 19 (Paschel 8). Santa Clara 14
- having lost five of its last six (Jones 7) Total fouls-Murray State 22, Santa
Clara 15 A-1,235
games.
The Racers broke open a tight
Freshman swingrnan Cuthbert
game with a 10-0 run to close Victor led the charge with, seven
the first half.
of his nine points during the scor-

ing spurt as Murray held a comfortable 37-27 advantage.
Junior point guard Justin Burdine buried a 3-pointer to open
the second half, and the Racers
appeared well on their way to an
easy victory at 40-27.
However, that's the only points
MSU would score for the next
five minutes as the Broncos exploded for nine straight points to build
a 46-40 edge.
Sophomore forward Antione
Whelchel stopped the bleeding temporarily with a 3-pointer at the 14:12
mark. But Santa Clara continued
its push, scoring the next eight
points for a 60-48 lead.
Murray attempted to steal the
game in the closing minutes when
back-to-back
3-pointers from
Whelchel and fitiphomore guard
Chris_ Shumate pulled the Racers

to withtn-73-72 with just 46 seconds remaining.
But that would be the last points
MSU would score as Santa Clara
connected on four straight free
throws down the stretch to seal
the victory.
Whelchel led the Racers in scoring with 18 points, including four
3-point baskets. Senior .forward
Isaac Spencer poured in 16 before
fouling out in the final minute
and Shumate added 12. Murray
was 23-of-53 from the floor for
the game.,
Jamie Holmes led Santa Clara
with 18 points while Brian Jones
added 16 and Steve Ross 15. The
Broncos, who were shooting just
28 percent from 3-point range
entering last night's contest, connected on 8-of-14 shots from behind
the arc.

6
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TAKING A STAND...Ken Dorsey and the Miami Hurricanes staked their
claim to the national championship with a 37-20 victory over rival
Florida in the Sugar Bowl Tuesday night.

NEW ORLEANS (AP)- The Miami Hur- 24 victory over Florida State on Oct. 7 and
ricanes danced around like champions on the a victory in- the renewal of their rivalry with
Sugar Bowl logo after their final triumph.
the Gators.
Next comes an Orange Bowl vigil to see
"They've got my vote." Florida defensive
'if a share of the national title will be theirs. end Alex Brown said. "They beat the best
And they'll be rooting for their archenemy, two teams in the state of Florida."
Florida State.
But were chey impressive enough against
"I'm a big Seminoles fan now," fullback the Gators (10-3)?
Najeh Davenport said after the second-ranked
The game wasn't secure until Davenport
Hurricanes defeated No. 7 Florida 37-20 on scored with 4:21 left after Florida quarterTuesday. "I wish I had a Florida State hat. back Rex Grossman's second interception of
Go Bobby."
the night. Hurricanes mascot Sebastian the
Bobby Bowden leads No. 3 Florida State Ibis celebrated by running onto the field, kissagainst No, 1 Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl ing a Miami player, then drawing a I5-yard
on Wednesday in the Bowl Championship unsportsmanlike conduct penalty.
Series national title game.
It was a fitting moment on a night that
If 12-point favorite Florida State wins, the was filled with happiness, but was far from
title in The Associated Press media poll is up perfect.
for grabs and the voters will have to decide
"We didn't expect-to- come in here Ara'
whether Miami is their champion.
blow them out," receiver Santana Moss said.
Miami held "a considerable 53-point lead "We knew they had a lot of talent. We just
over Florida State in the last AP poll.
had to grind and grind and see how long
"I don't think we need to convince any- they could fight."
one," linebacker Dan Morgan said. "We just
The fight seemed to last a little too long
need to sit back, let things happen and not for comfort.
worry about it.
After Miami quarterback Ken Dorsey threw
"If we don't get a national championship, an interception. Elorida went ahead 17-13 on
it won't make it any less of a season. But it Earnest Graham's 36-yard touchdown run early
would be great to have one, because I feel in the third quarter.
we definitely deserve it."
But Dorsey responded by moving Miami
One thing is for sure: Miami (11-1) is the 80 yards in 12 plays, capped by a 19-yard
hest team in the state of Florida, after its 27- touchdown pass to D.J. Williams.

'Cats edge Louisville in Bluegrass rivalry
cuss the dismal start. Early on
Tuesday night, it looked like the
meeting paid dividends.
The Cardinals sank their first
six shots and built a 14-4 lead in
the first four minutes of the game.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The ft "I guess our little heart-to-heart
Louisville Cardinals now know how did some good," Crum said. "I
well they're capable of playing. just feel so good about how they
The key from here is learning how: stepped up and accepted the challenge."
to sustain it.
The hot start didn't last. KenReece Gaines scored . a careerhigh 27 points, and the Cardinals tucky answered with a 15-2 run
played their most emotionally as the Cardinals missed 10 of their
inspired game of the season - next 11 shots.
Gaines snapped a six-minute
but still lost to archrival Kentucky
64-62 on Tueday night at Free- Louisville scoring drought and tied
the game at 19-19 with a 3-pointdom Hall.
Keith Bogans scored 16 points. er from the top of the key with
Tayshaun Prince added 13 points 6:52 left in the half.
The Wildcats led 29-27 at halfand eight rebounds and Marvin
Stone had II points and six time, and Bogans bookended a 12rebounds for Kentucky (6-5), which 2 Kentucky run with a parr-of 3has a winning record for the first pointers in the first 31 3 of the
second half.
time this season.
The Cardinals twice cut KenStill, if there is such a thing
as a moral victbry, this was it for tucky's lead to seven before Luke
Louisville, which had lost each of Whitehead started a 9-2 Louisville
its previous two home games by run with a jumper in the lane with
10:44 left. Whitehead's breakaway
23 points.
"They played their hearts out," layup following a steal by Erik
Crum sad."Now we need to main- Brown trimmed the deficit to two
tain their attitude and intensity. at 50-48 with 7:52 remaining.
Stone ended Louisville's run
The question is, can we keep up
with a three-point play with 7:15
this effort?"
The Cardinals (4-9) lost for the left. The Wildcats built the lead
eighth time in their last 10 games. back to 10 before Louisville
Players and coaches met for seven stormed back in the final 4:08.
hours on New Year's Eve to dis- Gaines scored 10 points during a

III Gaines scores
career-high 27,
but Cards fall

CELLTOUCH,inC.

S

Dixieland Shopping Canter

100

on elhotatriut

anYti"
minutes

12-2 run and tied the game at 6262 with a 3-pointer with 58.4 seconds left.
"When we got down in games
in the past, that would be it,"
Brown said. "But tonight, when
things got tough, we stayed with
it and almost pulled it out. I'm
proud of the way we, played."
Prince- tank two free throws
with 26.5 seconds left to give
Kentucky a 64-62 lead.
Brown missed a 3-pointer with
2.1 seconds left, but the ball went
out of bounds off a Kentucky player to give Louisville one last chance.
On the ensuing inbounds play,
Ellis Myles tried to hit Gaines
with a baseball pass, but the ball
sailed over Gaines' head and went
out of bounds.
"The pass we wanted to make
wasn't there." Crum said. "We
didn't have any timeouts left, so
he had to throw it in. He threw
it too hard."
The Wildcats then successfully
inbounded the ball to run out the
clock and earn their 15th win in
their last 17 visits to Freedom
Hall. The Wildcats beat Indiana here
88-74 on Dec. 22.
Louisville has dropped three
straight home games for the first
time, since 1991. But the players
say the loss to the Wildcats could
prove to be a valuable lesson.
"We played with a lot of heart
and we played hard." Gaines said.
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CAN COUNT ON!
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Staff Report
punt returner. He kind of adds
Murray Ledger & Times
a spark on special teams. He's
The Murray State Racer foot- confident and he's got good athball team has announced the leticism
what you look for
signing of junior college corin a cornernerback Malcom Moore.
back,"
he
Moore, a 5-11, 180-pounder
added.
from Phoenix, Ariz., helped AriMoore had
zona Western to a 7-2 mark last
also
been
season and a No. 11 ranking in
recruited
by
the 2000 National Junior ColUtah
State
RACERS
lege Athletic Association footUniversity.
ball poll.
Murray State will seek to
"We really needed this one,"
said Racer head coach Joe Pan- improve on last season's 6-5
nunzio. "We were really lucky record when it ..pens the 2001
to get him to go with our defense. season on Sept. 1 at Mississip"He's quick, and he's a good

Hurricanes make case
for national title 37-20

OSU
fires
Cooper
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)- As
John Cooper made his farewell
speech after being fired as Ohio
State's coach, the reasons for his
dismissal could be seen just over
his shoulder.
A sign on the wall behind
Cooper read: "Program Goals: 1,
Earn an OSU degree. 2, Win the
Big Ten championship. 3. Win the
BCS. 4, Win the national championship."
_Ohio State athletics director
Andy Geiger fired Cooper on Tuesday after 13 years in the wake
of Monday's 24-7 loss to South
Carolina in the Outback Bowl.
But GeigeL stressed Cooper wasn't fired bicause of one loss, but
because of a steady "deterioration" of the program.
"I've been concerned about the
climate in the football program."
Geiger said.
Cooper's graduation rate was
among the worst in the Big Ten,
and he lost a starting wide receiver prior to the Outback Bowl who
had a 0.00 grade-point average in
the fall quarter.
The
Buckeyes never won
an outright conference
title
under Cooper,
sharing
three
crowns. It's been
16 years since
Ohio State finished alone atop
the conference
COOPER
standings, the
longest such drought since an 18year span in the 1920s and 1930s.
And Ohio State, despite a pair
of No. 2 finishes in the polls,
never played for a national title.
"Does there need- to be more
discipline on this football team?
Absolutely," Cooper said Tuesday
at the facility named after Ohio
State coach Woody Hayes. The
late Hayes is the only Ohio State
coach to serve longer (28''years)
and win more games (205-61-10).
"It was unexpected," he said.
"I thought I'd coach one more
year."
Cooper disputed the concerns
mentioned by Geiger, saying he
could not think of an off-the-field
-problem that affected his team.
Yet in the weeks leading up to
the bowl game. teammates criticized each other, the team •MVP
showed up late and, missed the
team's fircrptactice in Tampa and
one offensive lineman sued another because of a fight on the field.

with Racers

FREE
FREE
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FREE

Phone
Car Charge,
Leather Cast.
Caller ID

Suboact kcredit dardt and agaroval Foe roIN be
torminstion or contract °that' nastrictions may apply.

Great Tires * Great Price * Great Selection
MAKE US YOUR FIRST CHOICE! r-1
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WAREHOUSETIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111

THE WINNING EDGE.. Kentucky's Tayshaun Prince knocked
down two tree throws with 26.5 seconds remaining to lift
the Wildcats past rival Louisville 64-62.
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We Can Help

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
l'am Dial. Manager
1304 A Chextnut St.• Murray, KV 42071
1 4,, OM in Dixieland(enter • Mon.-Fr1.g:30 a.m.•5:00 p.m
(27(11759-0310 • Fax (270i759-11731

Sooners, FSU
aim for No. I.

Delk scores 53, but
Kings outlast Suns
By The Associated

Press
Tony Delk's best game was as unpredictable as the Sacrament, •
Kings' victory.
Delk hit. 20 of 27 shots from the field and 13 of 15 from the line
for a career-high 53 points Tuesday night.
But it was career bests by Vlade Divac and Peja Stojakovic, along
with clutch overtime scoring by Jason Williams - in the absence of
Chris -Webber, who was ejected early in the game - that overshadowed Delk and carried the Kings to a 121-117 overtime victory over
the Phoenix Suns.
Divac, who finished with 34 points, hit a game-tying layup with
6 seconds left in regulation, and Williams had nine points in overtime for the Kings, who improved to 14-2 at home.
Stojakovic matched his career-high with 33 points despite being
held scoreless in the fourth quarter and overtime.
"This was the, best team win you could _hope for," Divac said. "It
would have been very bad for us to lose this one."
In other games, Washington defeated Minnesota 115-108, Atlanta
beat Boston 92-81, Houston topped Cleveland 100-95, New Jersey
upended Orlando 120-110, 'iMilwaukee toppled Chicago- 104-70, San
Antonio outlasted Miami 80172, Indiana beat Seattle 91-83 and the
Los Angeles Clippers defeated Toronto 110-97.

and Washington and Oregon could
make a case for No: 1.
Florida State coach Bobby Bow den doesn't want to think about
the possibilities.
"All I hope- is that we win the
doggone ball game," Bowden said
Tuesday. "I don't care what happens after that. I know this: We'll
win the BCS if we beat Oklahoma. What happens on .the other
poll, fine."
Following Miami's 37-20 victory over Florida in the Sugar
Bowl on Tuesday night, most of
the Hurricanes flew home. Some
might even be at the Orange Bowl
to cheer on the Seminoles.
"We're the best team in the
nation," Miami linebacker Dan
Morgan said. "We proved that all
year by beating FlOrida State, Virginia Tech and now Florida."
ALL EYES ON ME...Heisman
In the final BCS standings,
Trophy winner Chris Weinke Oklahoma and Florida State finleads Florida State into the ished 1-2, while Miami was third.
Orange Bowl against Okla- In the AP and the coaches polls,
homa tonight for the nation- it was Oklahoma, Miami and Florida State.
al championship.

MIAMI (AP) - Top-ranked.
Oklahoma has a chance to end to
all the confusion: Beat No. 3 Florida State in the Orange Bowl and
become national champions.
If not, get ready for the great
Who's No. 1 debate.
Is it Florida State? Or Miami
(I I- I ), which defeated Florida
State? Or Washington (11-1), which
defeated Miami? Or even Oregon
State (11-1), which routed Notre
Dame in the Fiesta Bowl?
The winner of the Orange Bowl,
the Bowl Championship Series' designated title game, automatically
finishes No. 1 in the coaches poll.
But Miami could be voted
national champion in The Associated Press media poll, in which
the sports writers and broadcasters vote independently of the BCS;

Tigers fall in 20T
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FORT WALTON BEACH, Fla.
- An over-the-head putback off
a half-court heave erased the Murray High Tigers' two-point lead with
two seconds left, and Fort Walton
Beach escaped with a 70-67 double-overtime win over MHS Dec.
28 at the Playground Area Shootout.
Murray, which fell to the Vikings
73-62 at home Dec. 8. received
27 points on four 3-pointers from
Kwen Trice while Anthony Cogdell
added eight of his 18 points after
regulation.
But Fort Walton, led by Marcus Elliott's 19 ,points, kept pace
with the Tigers throughout the
contest and made 7-of-9 free throws
in the second extra session to earn
the victory.
McKinley Bethea added 14
points as Bruce Seter and David

Schmidt each tossed in 12 for the
Vikings. Murray gained eight points
from Tom Masthay and six from
Daryl Cole.
The Tigers led 10-8 after one
quarter of play and despite pouring in 17 points apiece in t sece d slim
ond and third period
margins of 27-25 and 44-42, respectively. Both teams managed four
points in the first overtime.
Masthay, Matt Kelleher and
Blake Rayburn all fouled out during the 40-minute tilt as MHS
was whistled for 26 team fouls.
Fort Walton Beach went 24-of-37
from the foul line, while the Tigers
,
sank 11-of-16 charities.
to
Murray (6-6, 0-1)
action Friday --when it visits
crosstown archrival Calloway
County (6-2, 2-0) in Fourth District play at 7:30 p.m. in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsurt d By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Van Haversi,c.,

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Wake Forest wallops Virginia
8 Virginia on Tuesday night in a dating to the start of last season's
The Associated Press
NIT. It was the most points Wake
Unbeaten Wake Forest was matchup of unbeatens.
scored against the CavaForest
they
but
game,
this
"We wanted
impressive during its nonconference
since 1968 and its
liers
(10-1)
coach
Virginia
more,"
it
wanted
were
Deacons
schedule. The Demon
downright scary in their Atlantic Pete Gillen said."They played hard- most in a conference game since
er than us, they were more phys- 1993. The Demon Deacons shot
Coast Conference opener.
ical, more aggressive and they 58 percent and held Virginia to
11-for-12
Darius Songaila was
41 percent, snapping their streak
from the field and scored a career- deserve a lot of credit."
of holding 18 straight teams under
straight
17th
The win was the
high 27 points, leading No. 4 Wake
percerAt..
40
-1-2-0),
(
Deacons
Demon
the
for
No.
Forest to a 96-71 victory over

By

WKU routs Lady Racers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A
14-point second half made Eddie
Fields' 200th game at the helm
of the Murray State Lady Racers
anything but memorable.
Western Kentucky limited MSU
(3-8) to 5-of-28 shooting after halftime in turning a 42-33 lead at
intermission to a 79-47 win Sunday at E.A. Diddle Arena.
From the 3:03 mark in the first
half through to the 7:37 mark in
the second - a span of 15:26 -

ShaRae Mansfield had 15 points
the Lady HilltopperS(7-4)outscored
the Lady Racers 28-4. building a and eight rebounds, Aja Brown
64-35 margin out of a 36-31 edge. collected -13 points and eight boards
Monika Gadson led Murray State and Katie Wulf notched 10 points
with 14 points and 11 rebounds and seven rebounds for the Lady
and Liz Stansberry added 13 points, 'Toppers, who made 30-of-66 field
but it was not enough to over- goals and 15-of-17 free throws.
The Lady Racers will face Belcome 18-of-54 shooting, a 46-30
(3-7) today at 5:30 p.m.-in
mont
6-to-20
•
a
and
rebounding deficit
Nashville, Tenn. before putting its
assist-to-turnover ratio.
Denise McDonald had four 1-1 Ohio Valley Conference record
points and six rebounds in 18 min- on the line against Tennessee-Marutes for Murray. WKU had four tin (5-4, 0-0) Saturday at 5:30
players in double figures as Natal- p.m. at the Regional Special Events
ie Powers' 16 points set the pace. Center.

My wife is

L T-OL Pte.
W
57
5-0
8
26
Colorado
48
4-4
11
20
Vancouver
43
6-1
16
18
Edmonton
37
7-4
15
13
Calgary
33
17
12
7-2
Minnesota
Pacific Division
L T-OL Pts.
W
51
5-0
9
23
San Jose
47
4-1
21
11
Dallas
43
10 10-1
16
Phoenix
42
7-1
15
17
Los Angeles
5-4
35
19
13
Anaheim
Two points for a win, one point for a tie
and overtime loss
Today's Games
Edmonton at Columbus, 6 pm.
Tampa Bay at Carolina, 6 p.m.
Buffalo at Toronto, 6.30 p.m
Washington at Pittsburgh. 6 30 p m
Atlanta at Minnesota, 7 pm
Vancouver at Chicago, 7.30 p.m
Calgary at San Jose, 930 pm.
Florida at Anaheim q 30 pm.

Z71,4 wheel drive, red/grey cloth,
15,000 miles, long wheel base

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753-1465
Toll Free: 1.800-2274125

2000 Toyota Corolla CE
Automatic,full power, 18;000 miles

LS package, loaded,5,000 miles

Holland Medical is on call twenty four
\hours a day, .so I don't have to worry...
And neither does she.
Take my advice, when the time comes,
it makes sense to just say,

"Holland':

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270-442-6311
Toll Free: 1.800-223-4947

Regular cab, LS package,6 cyliner,
automatic, 15,000 miles

She's been in the hospital,
and the house sure feels different
without her
She deserves the best, so when they
asked me who's going to provide the
health equipment she needs at home,
I said,
She has a breathing problem and
Holland Medical specializes in respiratory
equipment like nebulizers and oxygen.
So I just said,

You

don't need to say anything more.

Automatic, Cassette, 14,000 miles

2000 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo
2000 Mitsubishi Gallant
Silver with grey cloth, 21,000 Miles

1999 Chevrolet S10
Extended Cab
Automatic, tilt, cruise, 19,000 miles,
pewter with grey cloth

1999 Buick Century
Full power, white with grey cloth,
12,000 miles

1999 Mercury Sable GS
Dark green with tan cloth, 21,0(X)
miles

1998 GMC Yukon
Pewter with burgandy leather, LT
package, 40,000 miles

1998 Ford Ranger
XLT package, beir with tan cloth,
28,000 miles

1997 Toyota Land
Cruiser
Fully loaded, dark green, beige
leather, 57,000 miles

1997 Mercury Grand
Marquis LX
Light green with grey cloth, 76,0(X)
miles

1997 Ford F150
Extended Cab
Black & silver, 52,000 miles, grey
leather

1997 Cadillac Eldorado
Crimson pearl, tan leather, only
30,0(X) miles

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Too Many More To List!
All Vehicles Sxibiect to t'nor

MURRAY

Holland Medical Equipment

iViittleOrr it SACS, in' I, Pit to IN.
car oi uck etnnihnf It"

PfPPfleY

LEER Sz TIMES
(270) 753-1916

2000 Chevrolet Silverado

comins home.

"Holland".

1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY

Quality Used Vehicles

2000 Toyota Corolla VE

"Holland Medical':

WINTXR 141A

However, when the roads become hazardous and are
closed, your carrier will be unable to bring your newspaper until the roads are safe. Please understand we
are thinking of the safety of our carriers, and we will
do our best to deliver the Ledger & Times to you

SE Louisiana 63
Rod Grizzard scored 22 points
to lead five double-figure scorers
for the Crimson Tide (11-1), who
won their 10th straight home game.
Jaron Singletary led Southeastern
Louisiana (4-8) with 19 points

. 2000 Chevrolet S10

Northwest Division

During times of bad weather, your carrier will continue to deliver the Ledger & Times to your home as
long as it is safe to travel the roads.

No. 18 Alabama 92,

Z71,4 wheel drive, blue/grey cloth,
20,000 miles, short wheel base

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
t. T-OL Pts.
56
4-0
6
26
St Louis
50
3-3
13
22
Detroit
7-1
36
18
14
Nashville
33
19
14
3-2
Chicago
30
4-2
22
12
Columbus

Dear Customer:

"The defense is a key for us.
Wake Forest coach Dave Odom
said. "I see they -hit the 40 mark,
and that's not pleasing. hut like
every streak, they come to an
end."
In other games involving ranked
teams Tuesday, it was No. 13'
North Carolina 84, Georgia Tech
70; No. 14 Syracuse 79; No. 21
Notre Dame 70;, No. 17 Maryland 104, Clemson 92; No. 18
92,
Southeastern
Alabama
Louisiana 63; and No. 23 Iowa
State 95, Illinois-Chicago 44.

2000 Chevrolet Silverado

NATIONAL HOC KEY LEAGUE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L T-OL Pts.
47
11
7-0
20
New Jersey
42
14
17
8-0
Philadelphia
41
6-1
14
17
Pittsburgh
1-1
34
21
16
NY Rangers
4-2
28
21
11
NY Islanders
Northeast Division
L T-OL Pts.
W
47
4-3
12
20
Toronto
46
6-0
12
20
Ottawa
44
3-1
13
20
Buffalo
5-4
37
14
16
Boston
4-2
28
23
11
Montreal
Southeast Division
L T-OL Pts.
W
7-1
44
13
18
Washington
37
6-1
16
15
Atlanta
34
14
4-2
16
Carolina
31
12
5-2
18
Tampa Bay
7-5
26
19
7
Florida
Monday's Games
Boston 4. Buffalo 3
Washington 4. Atlanta 2
Vancouver 5, Nashville 2
St Louis 5, Edmonton 2
San Jose 3, Phoenix 2
Tuesday's Games
Ottawa 3. St Louis 1
Montreal 3, N Y Islanders 0
Philadelphia 1, New Jersey 1 tie
Colorado 6. Los Angeles 2
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2420 E. Wood St., Paris
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL.
Ad Deadlines

ItATES
CLASS! IEI)
A- Ad.
$6.75 Column Inch,60q Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

7534916

%AR 3Ad.v Most Run Mithin 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
addasonal consecutive day
Lint. AdS $7 IX/ minimum lot di 10c per word per day for each
box ads
32 50 extra fur Shopper Tuies Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $250 extra for blind

Legal Notice

Lewd Nadas

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.
f/k/a COUNTRYWIDE FUNDING CORPORATION
cl/b/a AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER,

DEPENDANTS

TRACT 2
liegiimilig at the Northwest corner-of the herein described tr5ct
of land . and the Northeast corner of the Charles Allbritten
Property, Book 176, Card 812, said point being a #4 re-bar set
183.08t feet East of the centerline of Mt. Carmel-Bloodriver
Road (ailda Valentine Road) and 30.00 feet south of the centerline of Klein Road; thence, South 51 deg. 22'48" East - 2035.62
feet with the South side of Klein Road to a #4 re-bar set at the
Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land; thence,
North 87 deg. 15'44" West -60.37 feet with the William Murrah
_North Properly Line, Deed Book 156, Card .11, said line also
being the South side of Tract 3 surveyed this date and to be conveyed to the said Murrah to an existing iron pin at the
Northwest corner of the said Murrah Property; thence, North
86 deg. 46' 10" West - 337.52 feet, generally along a fence and
with the Charles Allbritten, Book 176, Card 112; and the
Thomas Underwood, Book 176, Card 982 North Property lines
to an existing ironian at the said Allbritten Northwest corner;
thence. North 86 deg.. 43' 11".West - 678.56 feet, generally along
fence and with the John Duigham North Property Line, Book
176. Card 2348 to an existing iron pipe at the Southwest corner
(it the herein described tract of land; thence, North 01 deg. 09'
:15- East. 764.89 feet, generally along a fence and with the said
1)(iigham East Property Line to an existing iton pin at the said
1)tiighain northeast corner; thence, North 02 deg. 28' 13" East 414:46 feet, generally along a fence and with the -Charles
Allbeitfeii East Ptoperty Line, Book 176,--Gard-#112 to the point
oil beginning. Thriproperty-iersubject to all previously conveyed
, Anients and right-of-ways.
LESS AND EXCEPT: A 8.00 acre tract of land as surveyed by
Allgood Surveying Services of Murray, Kentucky, September,
1991, located on Klein Road approximately 13.2 miles
Southeast of the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the
4 'ity of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more
!wilt t Ic u I a rly described as follows:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract
of land and the Northwest corner of a parcel of land claimed by'
WilliAiii Murrah (deed not recorded at this date), said point
beiii4 an existing iron pin 0.48t miles Southeast of the Mt.
1111'1 - Bloodriver Church Road and 30.00 feet southwest of the
4
(.entei line of Klein Road; thence, South 08 deg. 40' 14" West
I 8 I hot with the said Murrah Property to an existing iron pin
at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land:
t henjp, North 86 deg. 46' ibl" West - 887.52 feet, generally along
a fence and with the Charles Allbritten Property, Book 176,
Card 812,and the Thomas Underwood property, Book 178, Card
982, to an existing iron pipe at the Southwest corner of the hereIII (11.44(14111(4(1 tract of land; thence, North 03 deg. 40' 41" West ; I ' I feet. creating a new division line to the Loma Willis
Propel ty, Book 179, 'Card 301 to a #4 re-bar set at the
Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land; thence.
South 51 deg. 22'48" East - 1203.00 feet with the South side of
Klein Road to the point of beginning. This property is subject to
.p.revinusly.conveyed easements and right-of-ways.

PLAINTIFF

TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES, GROUPS AND PERSONS:
On or abou6anuary 12, 2001, Kentucky Housing Corporation(KHC
will request the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development(HUD) to release Federal funds for the following project:
Project: Life Shapers, Inc., Hoyle Buyer Project.
Purpose: HOME funds will be used to assist seven families with
downpayment and closing costs.
Location: Unspecified locations in Calloway County, Kentucky.
Approximate HOME Funds in Project: $106,000.
An Environmental Review Record respecting the within project has
been made by KHC which documents the environmental review of the
project. The Environmental Review Record is on file at the above
address and is available for public examination and copying upon
request during normal business hours.

TRACT 1
Beginning at a stake in a fence row, 420 feet west of Kentucky
State Highway 94, corner to property now owned by Ned Jones;
thence in a southerly direction for a distance of approximately
210 feet to a stake; thence in a westerly direction for a distance
of 130 feet to a stake; thence in a northerly direction for a distance of 210 feet to a stake; thence in an easterly direction for a
distance of 130 feet, to the point of beginning.

All interested agencies, groups and persons disagreeing with this
decision are invited to submit written comments for consideration by
KHC to the Chief Executive Officer, Attention: Michael Dant. Such
written comments should be received at the above address on or
before January 10, 2001. All such comments so received will be considered and KHC will not request the release of Federal funds or take
any administrative action on the within project prior to the date specified in the preceding sentence.

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Ned L.
Jones, and wife, Geraldine M. Jones, by deed from George
Mathis and wife, Clara Mathis, dated May 21, 1986, and filed
April 17, 1996, of record in Deed Book 225, Page 501, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

KHC will undertake the project described above with HOME funds
from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
( HUD)under Title II of the National Affordable Housing Act of 1990.
KHC is certifying that KHC as State Participating Jurisdiction consents to accept the jurisdiction of the Federal courts if an action is
brought to enforce responsibilities in relation to environmental
reviews, decision making, and action; and that these responsibilities
have been satisfied. The legal effect of the certification is that upon
its approval, KHC may use the HOME funds and HUD will have satisfied its responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 and other related laws and authorities. HUD will accept
an objection to its approval of the release of funds and acceptance of
the certification only if it is on one of the following bases:(a)That the
certification was not in fact executed by KHC's Certifying Officer; or
( b) that KHC has failed to make one of the two findings pursuant to
24 CFR Part 58 Sec. 58.40 or to make the written determination
required by Secs. 58.35, 58.47 or 58.53 for the project, as applicable;
or (c) KHC has omitted one or more of the steps set forth at subparts
E of 24 CFR.Part 58 for the preparation, publication and completion
of an Environmental Assessment; or(d) KHC has omitted one or more
of the steps set forth at subparts F and G of 24 CFR Part 58 for the
conduct, preparation, publication and completion of an
Environmental Impact Statement, if applicable; or (e) KHC has committed funds or incurred costs not authorized by 24 CFR Part 58
before release of funds and approval of the environmental certification by HUD; or (1) A Federal agency acting pursuant to 40 CFR part
1504 has submitted a written finding that the project is unsatisfactory from the standpoint of environmental quality.

TRACT II
A part of Tract No. 11 of the Willar & Dora Ann Jones lands,
beginning at an iron stake in the west edge of State Highway
No. 94,corner of C.D. Morris; at an iron stake; thence West with
his line 420 feet to an iron stake; thence Northward parallel
with said highway 210 feet to an iron stake; thence Eastward
(sic) 420 feet to an iron stake in the west edge of right of way of
said Highway No. 94; thence Southward with said.highway 210
feet to the point of beginning, containing 2 acres.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Ned Leon
Jones and wife, Geraldine Marie Jones, by deed from Rodney
Keith Burkeen and wife, Carolyn Burkeen, dated September 6,
1983, and filed April 17, 1996, of record in Deed Book 225, Page
502, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit onethird of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes
shall be'asceAtiined and paid, but the property shall be sold subject
to the 2000 ad valorem taxes.

Objections must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the
required procedure (24 CFR Part 58) and may be addressed to: Mr.
Ben Cook, Director, Office of Community Planning & Development,
U.S, Department of Housing & Urban Development, P.O. Box 1044,
Louisville, KY 40201-1044. Objections to the release offunds on bases
other than those stated above will not be considered by HUD. No
objection received after January 26, 2001 will be considered by HUD.

DATED this 5th day of December, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
MI16

icv‘k)qJraqit girm ic.9-kart
1;lielve's fDaq
Put Your Special Valentine's Day Picture & Message Or Love
Line In The Paper Feb. 14, 2001.
Papp''Valentine's Day t
4
to Nana &
Papa,
GranGran
& Paw Paw!
I Love You! t•
•

Madison
Hobbs

ii

The :ilorententioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent t10'; )oin tlu• date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for tlre remairidei of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
it 1
per hnnum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
,11,1p In thirty 30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
due And
Add it einal security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascer;oiled :out paid. but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad

Kentucky Housing Corporation
1231 Louisville Rd.
Frankfort, KY 40601
F. Lynn Luallen, Chief Executive Officer

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 28, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
January 15, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., cat., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:

Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract
of bold and a northeast corner of the William Murrah Property,
Book 156,Card 154. said point being a #4 re-bar set 0.48t miles
Southeast of the centerline of Mt. Carmel-Bloodriver Road
a/k/a Valentine Road) and 30.00 feet South of the centerline of
Klein Road: thence, North 87 deg. 15'44" West - 60.37 feet with
!he north side of the said Murrah Property to an existing iron
pin at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of
land; thence. North 08 deg. 40' 14" East - 40.84 feet, creating a
now division line to the Loma Willis Property, Book 180, Card
209, to a #4 Re-bar at the Northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land and being located in the existing drive to
In. Thomas Underwood Property; thence, South 51 deg. 22'48Paca • 69.30 feet with the South side of Klein Road to the point
ot beginning. This property is subject to all previously conveyed
IttS and right-of-ways.
,
(
II(' same property conveyed from -Geraldine Beck, a single person. to Daniel Brown, and wife, Diane Brown, by deed
dated March 30, 1998, as recorded in Book 234, Page 632, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

January 3, 2001

GERALDINE MARIE JONES,
NED L. JONES A/K/A NED LEON JONES,
ALTERNATIVE LENDING MORTGAGE CORPORATION,
CADIZ INSURANCE AGENCY,INC.,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
DEFENDANTS
U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE,

ALS() LESS AND EXCEPT: A 0.28 acre tract of land as sur•.,'y1411 by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray,Kentucky,June.
1993. located on Klein Road approximately 13.2 miles
'sot it he:14'4 the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the
l'ity of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more
pAt t ictilarIV described as follows:

t

NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF INTENT TO REQUEST
A RELEASE OF FUNDS

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court WI December 12, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
January 15, 2001, at the hout of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and mote particularly- described as follows to wit:

0,

LOW Nodes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00216

PLAINTIFF

a.m
p.m
p.m
p.m.
p.m.

010

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

NOTICE OF SALE

DANIEL BROWN,
DIANE BROWN and
)51N19NWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,

Saturday

VISA

010

010
Legal Nodes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00362

VS.

Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

7

Friday

et Just Say "Charge It"

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

1.1MON PLANTERS BANK, N.A..
tidibla Peoples First National
Book & Ti ust Company.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

010
Lanai Nodes

010

010

Deadline Day & Time
Frt. 11 a.m.

Publish
Monday

V
.•

• di & •
*..

Just bring $8.00 for a
picture and message
(no more than 12
words w/picture) along
with a self-addressed
stamped envelope for
the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for
love lines (no more
than 20 words). All ads
must be pre-paid.

ot4'

Happy
Valentine's Day
Mommy
& Daddy!
Love Madison

Deadline for receipt ofPhotos & Love Lines is Noon, Fri., Feb. 9th.
MURRAY

'-

I du- ?Otli (lily of December, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

•
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Advertising
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LEDGER & TIMES

753-1916

•
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Leg.Is

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00425
PLAINTIFF'

TRUSTMARK NATIONAL BANK,
NOTICE OF SALE

DANIEL J. HOLSKEY,
BELVIA LOUISE HOLSKEY,

Card of Thanks

The family of Katherine Balentine
would like to express our heartfelt thanks
to the neighbors,friends and especially to
Ferguson Springs Church for the many
calls, cards,food and prayers during- this
difficult time of loss. Your kind support
will never be forgotten.

1-I

Thence, with the South side of Phillips Road the following bearings and distances:
South 01 degrees 43'38" East - 201.37 feet to a #4 Re-bar set,

North 57 degrees 34' 15" West 498.30 feet, creating a new division line to the Richard Nesbitt Property, Deed Book 159,Card
1420, to a #4 Re-bar set at the Southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;
North 5 degrees 45' 17" east - 73.61 feet with the Richard
Nesbitt Property to the point of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and right-of-ways. The boundaries shown hereon have been
determined by agreement between Grantor (Nesbitt) and
Grantee (Burcham). This property does not lie in a flood hazard
area.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Daniel J.
Holskey and wife, Belvia Louise Holskey, be deed from Rodney
Wendell Smith and wife, Cynthia Renee Smith, dated March 29,
1999, and filed March 30, 1999, of record in Deed Book 312,
Page 588, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit onethird of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said
remainder being interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall
be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent
taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold
subject to the 2000 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 21st day of December, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
020
Notice

Invitation To Bid

Information for bidders, bid forms, building
plans and maps are available and may be
picked up between the hours of8:00 a.m. and
of the
office
4:30 p.m. at the
Judge/Executive, 101 South 5th St., Murray,
Kentucky. Building inspection may be made
by appointment at the office of the
Judge/Executive. Property to be sold "as is"
with no improvements to be made.
Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the
right to waive any technicalities, to reject
any or all bids, to readvertise, or to accept an
offer based on the best evaluated bid.
Terms: 15% down within 48 hours of bid
approval with balance and passing of the
deed in 60 days.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found
LOST: White female cat in
Stella area If seen please
call 489-6144.
LOST: Yellow Lab Outland School House Road
area. Family pet. Reward!
759-2350.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
The county reserves the right to reserve a
restriction prohibiting the commercial service of alcohol as a restaurant.
Larry Elkins
Calloway Co. Judge/Executive
Attest: Ray Coursey, Jr.
Calloway Co. Court Clerk

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Electric System is accepting
bids for the purchase of 2 full sized pickup
trucks. Detailed Specifications can be
obtained at the MES office, located at 401
Olive Street, Murray, Kentucky. Bids are
due by January 16th, 2001. For more information, contact the superintendent, at
753-5312.

Let 1?‘ Do The 'Veva For You!
Hit the beech while your unwanted stuff
sells Itself in the classifieds.
Call 753-1916 for details!
MI RR 11

L

060
Help Wanted

CLEANING houses is my
business Call Linda 7599553
WILL do house cleaning
Ironing also Call 4742131

13irt

'Day Shift - 6:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Thursday
(overtime usually available)
•Eyening Shift - 5:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Monday-Friday
04 Hour Student Shift 5:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

God Bless
You.
Love you,
Dad, David,
Mom, Dad
Jackie and
Sis Peggy
all love you
Have many
more
birthdays.

Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract
of land and the Northeast corner of the Richard P. Nesbitt
Property, Deed Book 159, Card 1418, said point being a #4 rebar set 0.35± miles East of the Will Brown Road and 30.00 feet
South of the center line of Phillips Road;

South 83 degrees 14'55" East - 244.13 feet to a #4 Re-bar set at
the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land;

1-•

JOB OPENINGS
Jakel, Inc. has full time job openings available for their day and
night shifts. Jakel, Inc. offers health
and life insurance, paid holidays
and vacations. If you are interested
in working with a company which
has never had a layoff, with benefits and can work one of the following shifts apply in person:

Tommy, Spencer, Earl er Ella

A 1.814 acre tract of lantrias surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, November, 1998, located on
Phillips Road approximately 5.1 miles Southwest of the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly
described as follows:

All bids shall be mailed or delivered to the
office of Larry Elkins, Calloway County
County,
Calloway
Judge/Executive,
Kentucky, 101 South 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.

‘"
l

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 20, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
January 15, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t.aar thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky.
and more particularly described as follows to wit:

Notice is hereby given that Calloway County
Fiscal Court will accept sealed bids for the
purchase of property located at 201 South
4th Street, a.k.a. Miller Courthouse Annex,
until 3:00 p.m., CST, Wednesday, February
28, 2001 at which time they will be opened
and read aloud.

•Chikicate

Card of Thanks

..--,

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

VS.,

r

Jake!, Inc.
700 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
Workout free while enjoying a
great part-time job. Curves for Women
taking applications for manager position,
25-30 hours a week - all training provided.
Apply in person:
Ladies:

060

060
Help Wanted

Al I ENIION
Work from home
up to
S25-$75 /hr. PT/FT
Internet/mail order.
1-888-248-7076.
CHURCH
Receptionist/Secretary
Must be proficient in computer use and all office
skills. Hours are MondayFriday 8:30-Noon. Hourly
wage $7.25. No benefits.
Send resume to
"Receptionist"
P.O.Box 1040-Y.
Murray, Ky 42071.
CNA
Green Acres is currently
taking applications for wkend option 6am-6pm shift
and 6pm-6am shift Work
12 hrs get paid for 16
Anyone interested apply at
Green Acres Or can April
Cornelius 247-6477.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600.-$800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL? 15 day , CDL training
program available. Call today 1-800-242-7364.
midnights,
FULL-TIME
part-time Days & weekends. Apply in person at
West Kentucky Answering
Service. 104 N 5th St.
Suite 208 (Walnut Plaza/
TELEMARKETERS needed for growing company
Good pay with bonuses &
good hours. Must be selfmotivated, ambitious, have
dependable transportation
Experience preferred, but
not necessary will train
Call 759-4530

$8,000
SIGNING BONUS
FREE COLLEGE
TUITION
Initially Part-time work,
possible Full-time, Up to
$19 an hour. Limited
openings

Call
1-800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard

Help Wanted
ROUTE DRIVER
qualifications:
Minimum
stable work history, Class
B CDL. clear MVR. Benefits Include: medical, dental, vision, competitive pay,
pay vacation, 401K, stock
purchase plan. Applications accepted at:
Waste Management,
3428 St. Rte 45 South,
Mayfield, Ky 42066.

Director of Food and
Nutritional Services
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Registered Dietician, responsible for planning
and directing patient nutrition care and food
production/service operation.
Applicants should he knowledgeable in
WAHO,state and federal regulations.
Applicants should have 2-5 years food service
management experience, preferably in a health
care environment.

Please send resume to:
henry County Medical Center
Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
l'hone: 901-644-8471
Fax: 901-644-8474

Kaisas
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MidWest
Internet On 121S

436-5933.

Curves®
for women

1608 Hwy. 121 North • Murray, KY

A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
rick delivered 7594274 or
753-2443
TRIPPS Firewood
Call Rudy 436-2778

PIANO FOR SALE Beautiful top quality LIKE NEW
upright Console Kimball
piano Not a scratch or
mar on it $2500 00
Santa says YES,
753-8734

9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard

120

Computer Repair
-New PCs
-Networks
-Software

-Upgrades
-Phone Systems
-Peripherals

-Home or Business plans available.
-15+ years computer experience.
-Affordable/multiple certifications

1-270-489-2666
Greg Dowdy
http:11www.netcomendustries.com

Appliance Parts

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS
To Fit Most Major Brands

1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory in West Kentucky
T‘gidalre

Whi,
riPoof
Kenmore

1-lotpolot

Amana

GE
wesungNuse

Magic Chef

Kitchen Aid
Tappan

Maytag

WARD ELKINS
Court Square • Murray • 753-1713

WANT ADS
WORK

WESTERN BAPTIST HOSPITAL
Employment Opportunities
Western Baptist is seeking candidates
for positions in the following areas:
Nursing: RNs, LPNs, Nurse Aides
FulVPart time with benefits & PRN

Radiology: 3 Technologists(ARRT)
Full time with all shifts available
Technologists
shift
Afternoon
Full time —

Surgery: 3 Certified

Apply to

Western Baptist
Human Resources Department
2501 Kentucky Ave.
Paducah, KY 42003
EOE

Be Your
Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a motor route
carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply
in person to Randy Baker
between 9:30-10 a.m.

FRANKLIN COLLEGE
14 DAY COL Training
Lifetime lob placement
S800 wk If you've ever
'hough of it once don't thini,
twice Call today Local
Training 888-645-8505
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1001 Whitnell Avenue

HIRING day waitress. Apply in person: Rudy Restaurant, 104 South 5th St.
MURRAY Attorney, seeks
experience legal assistant
with word processing and
bookkeeping skills. Salary
commensurate with experience. Send resume to :
P.O. Box 230, Murray, Ky.
42071
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
Immediate opening for
community support consultant to work in local and
surrounding areas. Entrylevel position. Excellent
management opportunity.
Salary $26,900 + bonuses,
commissions, & benefits.
Retail & banking experience helpful. Cheerleaders
& women excel. Minimum
2 yrs. college. Degree a
plus We train. For personal & confidential interview,
call 1-843-857-0522.
PART-TIME office assistant needed in local tax office. Experiences preferred. Send resume. PO Box
KY.
Murray,
1040-w,
42071
POSITION available
Receptionist.
telephone.
Answering
making appointments, minor computer work. Call
H&R Block 753-9204 If no
answer, 437-4531
RN/LPN
Green Acres is currently
accepting applications for
6pm-6am weekend option
You can choose to work
Sat & Sun 12hrs and get
paid for 16hrs. or pick - up
an extra 8 hr shift during
the week and be eligible
'or full time benefits which
include health, dental, vision, and life - insurance,
personal days, 2 wks vacation and 401K.
. RN/LPN Green Acres is also taking applications for
part-time 10pm-6am shift
position. Please apply to
Green Acres Health Care
of call April Cornelius (d
247;3177

Your Ad
ould Be
Here!

Join the Team

Musical
ANTIQUES, Collectibles.
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633

PIANO for sale
Console Excellent condition Zero down, assume
low payments See locally.
1-800-437-9757

WE PAY CASH:
Old toys, antiques, fishing
Homes For Sale
tackle, fishing reels. GI
Joe, models, cars, cap 1995 Cavalier- 16x80. Exguns 270-759-3456
cellent Condition. 3br, 2
bath, AC, DW, all appliances. Smoke and pet tree
environment 767-9796.

Ades
For We

1997 Franklin Manufacture
mobile home 28x68 3br, 2
bath. sitting on approx. 3/4
FREE' Dish Network
Satellite System installed acre lot Call after 5:30
free For more information, 753-2452 or leave message.
call or come by
DOUBLEWIDE. 3br., 2
Beasley Satellite
baths, full kitchen, over& Antenna
head fans, circle drive with
500 N 4th St
carport & a large sturdy
759-0901
built shed on 2 large shady
lots. 10 minutes from lake
call 762-0032 or 474-8878
or 753-9961.
HM & Sons Mobile Horn
Mover. 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Kentucky. Tennessee & Illinois 437-3939

R E4.15:04*-G

aro:5'ES'
tkie

t

SAVE
MONEY

2BR $250/mo. 753-6012
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets. 753-9866
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Just received a large
shipment of Red
Wing work shoes
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
and boots. Available
in steel & non-steel 12 acre $100imo 753
toe, in factory
6012
seconds. These
include Red Wings
newest generation of
supersole 2.0' Hurry
in for the latest styles
& the best selection.

Butler &
Harber
,,r lien Tow! Shot' Needs
N. Court Square
Downtown Paris
901-642-6053
Mon.-Sat. 9 am.-5 p.m.

NEED
SOME EXTRA
SPACE?
Place an ad with...
MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

753-1916

Vernon's Pawn Shop
ciremvP00

"It's a Great Place To Work" says the Colonel.
We are a progressive multi-unit KFC franchise with
over thirty eight years of proven success in the restaurant business. We are seeking qualified supervisory
and management candidates.
*Prescription Drug Card
'Competitive Salaries
match
25%
'Drug Free Workplace
.401 K with
'Cafeteria Plan
'Blue Cross Blue Shield
'Weekly Pay
Insurance
'Dental Insurance
'Bonus Compensation
'Paid Relocations
(Weekly & Monthly)
'Vision Care
'Background Screening
-Paid Vacations
Send Resumes to Philip Marshall KFC
P.O. Box 40250 Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
205-533-8621 • marshall@jmfkfc.com

MUT
Kit

Ruby or Sapphire
Diamond
Pyramid Cluster
swum
ti)ii (..old
SALE S3995
PRICE

Ladies
Triple Row
Diamond Ring
tAn44)21
10 CT Gold
SALE
95
9
4
PRICE $

11

Diamond
Earrings
Dii• lona • occi Gold

19

95

SALE S
PRICE

Cultured
Pearl Earrings
95
SALE S
'RICE
11
713 S. 12th Si,• NIarras, kentticky •1270)
Man.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-7:-4O p.m.• %mi. I

p.m.
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Apartments For Rent

For Rent

COACH Estates. Fox
Extra nice,
Meadows Mobae Home
Exceutive-type duplex
An Exceptional
Park
3br 2 full baths
Community" Spaces availAll appliances except
able at $95 00 mo Includwid Has wid hook-up
908N 20th St
ing Water sewer, garbage
753-8242(home)
peck up City fire and police
559-7378(work)
protection city transit service Located in the heart of 1BR water & trash paid
Murray s finest residential W/D available no pets
area with all city utilities. 767-9037
including cable vision No
1BR 1 bath 11 2 blocks
rental homes in park
from MSU $195 plus
Owner- Occupied only
deposit No pets ReferenSouth 16th St at Canterces required Daytimebury and Westview 753- 753-3949 ABH- 759-3050
3855
1BR 1 bath Ii 2 blocks
MSU VV D hook up $285
LOT for rent 492-8488
plus deposit No pets RefLOT For Rent 753-9866
erences required Daytime
LOT For Rent 753-9866
753-3949 ABH- 759-3050
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St .
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $305/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity

Business Rental3

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

300
Business Rentals

753-9621

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT
900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy
Best skated-for-low traffic professional office

CALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
4.•
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom all appliances,
low utilities $325/mo + deposit Call 762-0113 leave
message
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR APT for rent. All appliances Pets allowed.
$335/mo. Call 489-6222
18R Apt, stove, refrigerator, DAN, WO, Clean, nopets 270-753/9841 or
270-436-5496

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 3, 2001

University
apt.
1BR.
Heights. All appliances.
$325.00
2br. duplex. Stove, refrigerator C/H/A 5 miles out.
$375
2br. apt. 15 miles out
C/H/A. $285.00
Lease, deposit, no pets.
753-4937 8-5 M-F
1BR. apts. Furnished or
unfurnished, from $195$285. low utilities, no pets,
no lease. (cell) 841-0166
no answer call 753-3949.
apt.
furnished
1BR.
$225/mo. No pets. Next to
121 fairgrounds. 7533139.. •
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR Near MSU $325, water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118

FURNISHED apt Down
to
$225 Lease, depos
it. no pets. 753-4937
8-5 M-F
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
I & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham. TDD No
Equal
1-800-648-6056
Housing Opportunity
LARGE 2br Brick. 11/2
bath 1148sq ft plus garage All appliances, no
pets $550. month. Lease
& deposit. 436-2113
LARGE 2br, 2 bath
1 12blocks MSU C/H/A
$395 per month plus deposit No pets references
required
753-3949 Day.
759-3050 after 6p m
LOOKING for an affordable apartment?
Visit us at Hilldale Apts.
2&3 br apts available
Handicap Accessible
Equal Opportunity
Housing
For more information
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
TDD# (800) 545-1833
Ext. 287
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts.
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
VACANT 1 bedroom apt
506 N 5th St $250 /mo
753-5292
4br,, Townhouse
Coleman RE. 759-4118
APARTMENTS for relt
Close to campus. Avalla
ble Dec. 15 & Jan 10.
753-5980 or 753-1203 after 5pm.
CLEAN 3Br. 2 bath. 104
Williams. Close to college,
$525 mo plus deposit.
Call" Marg 759-5534 W
753:1586.8am-2pm
DUPLEX 2br central h/a1802 1/2 B Monroe Ave
Lease No Pets 753-8002
EXTRA nice 1 br 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furrished, W&D. lyr.
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
EXTRA nioe 2br., 1 bath
w'/ carport, appliances furnished, W/D. lyr. lease, 1
month deposit. , No pets.
753-2905.

I

2t3H. 1 bath, no pets lltri
St $275 Sunny Lane
$250 Call 753-3415 or
753-7123 weekends
28R, Near MSU New car
pet paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $325 Also 2br.
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR DUPLEX ON
VALLEYWOOD $375/M0
759-4406

1 br and a 2 br No pets
Lease and deposit re753-0728 after
quired
4 00 PM
Martin
1602
Tabard,
Heights 3br 2 bath fireplace, dining room. double
Call
garage $800/mo
753-0090 or 559-3883
•2br house 10 minutes
from town on 121 North
washer/dryer
hook-up
$275 per month Deposit,
lease, references
•2br completely furnished
cabin on lake in Panorama
Shores 15 minutes from
town $400 per month
Available until May
759-4218
489-2266
762-3480

24 Hr. Sereice

Cleanup Sereic,'

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor loists under houses
weak floors
or repair water and drain lines

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

for
sagging or
'Replace
'Install moisture barriers
Plus...all other home improvements.

BY CERTIFIED STAFF

David Gallimore, Owner

JOE SMITH CARPET

Free Estimates

901-247-5422

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4

Cash Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

119 Main • 753-6266

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

•
•
•
•

PRESTON Heights
3BR, 2 bath, 1876 sq ft
brick and vinyl home,
many extras,
Call 759-1770
for appointment
No realtors please

2095

•
•
•
•

•
•

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed cic Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owher & Operator
*Luke Lamb•
•

•

'We Tote The Note"
Irvin Cobb Dr., Paducah. KY

270-443-8030

91 Blaster Runs good
FMF pipes new rubber
435-4263

1992 JEEP Wrangler 4x4
Renegade model, red
hardtop, Auto, air. $8,000
436-2778
'84 Jeep CJ-7 6cyl. 5sp.
hardtop. Good shape.
$4500.00 OBO. 753-6885
or 753-7975.

M & T Painting
Used Cars
1992 Pontiac Grand AM
4dr., AC, power locks
cass, new tires, with
47,xxx actual miles_ Great
work car-Must sell! Call
753-8249 after 3:30PM
1997 Chevy Lumina LS
63,xxx miles, Michelin
tires $6500.00 489-2721.
2000 Buick Century. 4dr.,
loaded. 15,000 miles,
white. $13,995.00 4748083.
Vans
1995 Mercury Villager GS
109,xxx miles $9,000 759
1525

1976 Chevy shortbed
stepside SWB, factory
custom, trailering special,
95 Olds, low mileage, 454, 400 trans, corvette
$7,000 OBO. Call 753- yellow $4000. OBO 7536744, Ask for Bill Smith.
0743
Used Cars

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
'Brick "All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone 12701 759-4734

To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

1976 Ford F-250. Reliable
$1350.00 753-1940 leave
message.
'84 Chevy 1/2 ton 4x4.
New motor. trans, exhaust.
$4500.00 753-3048.
'94 Chevy 4x4 Ext. cab,
350 At. loaded. $9500.00
OBO. 753-6885 or 7537975
98 Ford F150 XLT,
V8, 49,000 miles. Maroon
$14,000 OBO 753-4188
Leave message.

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
(AW)ip Please call Paul for
free estimate at

tl
•

270-759-4979

ALL Carpentry, Electrical. Home building, additions, remodeling. Rotten
roofs.
floors, sagging
Home & Mobile repair, vinyl siding. References.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, Ty Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
Excellent protection, high
quality. Roy Hill 436-2113.
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
Cleaning Service.
Free Estimates.
753-3858.
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
HANDYMAN
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding, Carpentry,
electrical,
Garages, Carports, Pole plumbing, vinyl, windows
Barns, Metal Buildings, doors, gutters: install or
Fencing. Hardwood Floors clean. Also help move or
Installed & Finished Quali- clean out buildings, garagty Workmanship. Afforda- es, haul junk off. No job
ble Rates. Licensed. too small 753-7416
753-7860. 753-9308.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
AFFORDABLE Hauling. wanted No job too small
tree work, cleaning out Give us a call Yes we
sheds. gutters, etc
clean gutters
436-2867
Phone 436-5759

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickle Farley. 759-1519.

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410

WINTXII

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

ARIVIVEIP
I )ear

-Moving

Small deposit will hold your
car until tax refund comes in.

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

A,
•

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Specialize in cleaning

Borders

WANT ADS WORK

WE SHOW YOU
•1009 loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

David's Cleaning
Services

David

Fully loaded, Bose stereo with CD player, Power Windows,
Door Locks, Power leather seats, 5-speed, locking T-tops,
for more information call 762-0267 after 5 p.m.

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

"We

1993 Nissan 300ZX 2+2

Global Mortgage Link

HAY
Hybred I3ermudagrass
5X5 rolls
(888)212-0770

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North
1Raf1th41 SlaRdard e
11
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
r,r!rited TVA //eot Pump Contractor Ucense 1M02182

270-759-2288

1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927
•

3BR 1 bath brick Attached garage all electric
Sycamore
1312
$47,500 00 753-7549
38R gas central heat &
air, gas logs, new kitchen
410 S 6th St 759-9305
CLOSE to Murray High
School, 3 br. 2 bath, central gas heat & air. Priced
below market Owner financing, will pay closing
cost $89,000
Call 759-1693

SERVICES OFFERED

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

STORAGE

BIG 3 br, 1 bath, frame
house Electric heat, with
appliances 302 Third St
Hazel Call 492-8291

fix-up

David's Home Improvement

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

EASTS1DE

FOR SALE

For*.

Spring
time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Serving The Area For 27 Years

NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

rovniN

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Hedge Trinvnung Full Line of
Equipment
Thee & Stump
Pun! Lamb
Remind!

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

OREEKVIEW STORAGE
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

DD
Ir4
;=BREAKERS

Metal Roofing

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Trimming

753-3853

ROOFER

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service
Free Estimates

All Size Units
Available

DREAM building sites with
rolling wooded hillsides
Restricted Various size
tracts available 5 minutes
north of town You have to
see to appreciate Call today for your private showing 753-2905

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

TREE
SERVICES

LICENSED& INSURED

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

UsuiCirs

Used Cars

UsedCais

2BR • 1 bath w/stove, refrigerator, W&D, quiet
Real Estate
street No pets $350/mo
+ deposit 753-1059
HALEY Professional
2BR., nice brick home w/
Appraising
carport in town $500/mo
270-759-4218
Lease, deposit, no pets
"For What It's Worth.'
753-4937 8-5 M-F
440
38R, 2 bath, C/H/A. newly
Lots For Sale
redecorated. $495 per
plus
security
month
(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
-(270)474-2520.
3BR., 2 bath gas C/H/A w/ North, Murray. 753-1967.
stove, refrigerator, & ceil- 4 Jason lots, 50x200 Ft.
ing fans. W&D hook-up
each. Crappie Hollow,
.No pets $450/mo + de- Hwy 280 East, Murray. By
posit. 753-1059.
Bloodriver. Unapproved.
3BR., 2 bath, gas C/H/A. 436-5202 before noon.
stove, refrigerator, ceiling BEAUTIFUL 3 acre buildtabs, W&D hook-up, 2 bo- ing lot w/ road frontage &
nus rooms upstairs, car- underground utilities. Acreport & outside storage on age has a country setting
quiet street. No pets
w/ subdivision living. Some
$550/mo + deposit 753- building restrictions. Must
1059
see & must sell. Call 753CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath, cen- 8249 after 4:30PM
tral H/A, quiet neighbor- LOTS for sale. Starting at
hood $500 mo plus secur- $11,000. Price includes
ity deposit Call Marg 759- water, septic & driveway.
5534 W 753-1586 8-2
Also land home packages.
LARGE house. Nice. Dou- 270-437-4838.
ble garage. South Hwy.
641. 492-8120.
TWO bedroom house with
washer, dryer, stove, refrigerator, and storage
shed. Reasonable utilities
NO PETS. Lease and deposit. $500.00 753-7920.

11111114
4eW4,41011

490

490

320
Apartments For Rent

Customer:

During times of bad ilireather, your carrier will continue to deliver the Ledger & Times to your home as long as it is safe to travel
the roads.
•
However, when the roads become hazardous and are closed,
your carrier will be unable to bring your newspaper until the
roads are safe. Please understand we are thinking of the safety ot
our carriers, and we will do our best to deliver the Ledger &
Times to you.

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, Kf

VISA

(270) 753-1916

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have taken an
ACE inhibitor for hypertension for the
past few years. Lately, I've noticed a
slight puffiness around my ankles at
the end of the day. I have no other
symptoms, such as shortness of
breath, so my doctor has reassured mef
that my problem is caused by "tired'
or "aging" veins, not by heart failure.
Should I seek a second opinion?
DEAR READER: Ankle edema
(puffiness) usually indicates the presence of excess fluid in the tissues. It's
more noticeable at day's end because,
in people with this condition, gravity
draws the fluid downward toward the
feet. Ordinarily, by morning (or after
elevating the legs), the swelling disappears, only to return again during the
day.
Ankle edema does not necessarily
reflect heart failure, the accumulation
of extra fluid from a weak heart
action. It is common in hot environments (where people naturally retain
more salt and water), and can result
from faulty blood flow in leg veins
(causing pooling of fluid by gravity).
Furthermore, certain medicines —
most notably beta-blockers and ACE
inhibitors — can cause a small degree
of ankle edema.
Because you have no symptoms of
heart failure (difficulty breathing during exercise or shortness of breath

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

7.00%
(January,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate wilt never decrease
below 3 00°. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

opinion.
In my practice, I

often confront this
problem in patients who have taken
an ACE inhibitor for years without
side effects. I cannot explain why
ankle edema may appear after s,uch
long intervals, but it does. A week or
two of monitoring off drugs usually
solves the difficulty.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My friend is
undergoing alternative therapy for
anemia; she sprinkles ground-up nails
on her ice cream every day. More
than once, she's triggered airport
metal detectors. Is her treatment
valid?
DEAR READER: This takes the
cake for being the most bizarre treatment I've heard of in many years. Not
only is it inappropriate, it's potentially
dangerous.
Some types of anemia are caused by
iron deficiency. In such cases,
patients are cured by taking iron-containing pills or supplements. Metallic
iron won't do the trick, however,
because it's totally indigestible.
Therefore, your friend's iron is sitting
in her intestinal tract, making compasses spin and metal detectors hum.
Why, she may even rust prematurely
— a real-life Tin Woodman!
Tell her to stop this strange practice and check with a doctor.
Incidentally, how does she grind up
the nails'?
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn,

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

753-4703
Ad #99ANN006
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WELL, OKAY... IF

I'M SELLING A
MIRACLE
CREAM THAT'S
GUARANTEED
TO PREVENT
THINNING
1-1COR GOP
ONLY $20
AJAR

DEAR ABBY: I have a beautiful
4-year-old daughter. I have raised
her alone, with no help and no child
support. The father has never seen
her. I dated him for two years and
broke up before I knew I was pregnant. He and his family tried desperately to convince me to abort,
almost threatening me if I kept the
baby.
Four years later, my little girl is
now saying, "I don't have a daddy,"
and weeping about it. I tell her that
God is her father and he's my
father, too.
Abby, this guy is extremely
volatile, spiritually weak, fickle and
disrespectful. It took me a while to
grasp all he was about, and when I
did, I left.
My daughter has a great life, is
very grounded, feels safe, has a onehome, one-church family and
incredible grandparents. I do not
want to disrupt her life by bringing
a man into it who made it clear he
wants no part of her, and who is not
the role model I want for my child.
What's the next step regarding
conversations with her, getting
child support, etc.?
SAD GIRL'S MOM

YOU

SAY SO!

DEAR MOM: While I sympathize that your daughter
doesn't have a father figure,
based on your description of
her father, you used sound
judgment in ending your relationship. To reconnect with him
now could lead to your daughter being rejected once again,
not only by him, but by his fam*5*
ily as well. You were also wise
Abby shares her favorite recipes in a
to forgo child support. If you
two-booklet set. To order, send a busidemanded it, the father would
ness-size, self.addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $7.90 per set
be in her life, for better or
($9 per set in Canada) to: Dear Abby
worse.
Cookbooklet Set, P.O. Box 447, Mount
In order to fulfill your
Morrie, IL 81064-0447. (Postage is
child's need for a father figure,
included in the price.)
enlist the help of a male relative or longtime male friend to
function as a surrogate father,
or at least a part-time male
presence in her life. Another
option is to join a group for single parents so your daughter
West dealer.
can see she's not the only child
Both sides vulnerable.
without a dad.
NORTH
4 7 64 2
An appointment with a child
V 98 7
psychologist to discuss what
•Q 7 5 4 2
else may be causing your
4bA
daughter to weep could also be
helpful.
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The bidding.
South
North East
West
/
Pass
1V
14
4
2+
Opening lead — king ofdiamonds.

OK, TERM! WERE
RESTED, REFRESHED
AND READY TO COMPETE!...i

PIN NEW PALM PILOT
HAS MORE /11EtrOR4 THAN
YOUR NEW PAVA PILOT!
(ff.1‘4 NEI4 CELL PHONE
CAN DO MORE THAN
YOUR NEW CELL PHONE!

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Ben
Graves at his desk as he started his
position as director of Calloway
County Public Library Jan. 2.
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens have moved into the
Weaks Community Center. They
are the first tenants of the center.
Births reported include a girl to
Sherry and Vincent Law, Dec. 23; a
girl to Janet and Fred Ashby, Dec.
27; a boy to Penny and Anthony
Wallace, Dec. 28; a girl to Donna
and Donald Greer, Dec. 30; a boy to
Marla and Curtis Howard and a boy
to Cynthia and David Lee, Dec. 31.
Twenty years ago
Readers of Wall Street Journal
edition of Jan. 2 were treated to a
front page story about the operation
of Murray-Cable News, a subsidiary
of the Murray Ledger & Times..
Kopperud Realty hosted a fifth
anniversary open house celebration
on Dec. 30 at its location in the
White House building at 711 Main
St., Murray.
Kate Kennedy Apperson and
David Kent Reeves were married
Dec. 27 at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lee Apperson.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hammontree,
Dec. 13.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of Kentucky Commissioner of Parks W.
James Host and Edith Heise of
Murray showing one of the many
beautiful and unique apple face
dolls made by Heise, now on sale at
Kentucky Handcraft Shops.
Mr. and Mrs. John McElrath

CONTRACT BRIDGE

CATHY
1

DEAR ABBY: The letter about
taking food to families in mourning
reminded me of a similar experience. After I had major surgery,
some friends offered to bring lunch
that we could share. They planned
to stay and visit with me. I told
them I wasn't up to socializing due
to pain and discomfort. Two weeks
later, they offered again. I thanked
them, but declined for the same reason.
In the meantime, another friend
called to say she wanted to drop off
some meals she had prepared. She
told my husband she would not
stay, but that I could call her if I felt
like talking.
My recuperation lasted longer
than I anticipated, but she brought
us more meals. You can imagine
how we welcomed those homemade
meals. I've told her many times
over I'm forever grateful for her
kindness.
This taught me a valuable lesson. I promised myself I would perform this same act of kindness in
the future. When the first group of
friends called for the third time, I
hinted that I appreciated the homecooked meals my other friend
brought. Their answer:"We'll go out
to lunch when you're better."
A MORE COMPASSIONATE PERSON,SOMEWHERE
IN THE U.S.A.
DEAR PERSON:Talk about a
letter with an important message. Thank you for sharing
this valuable lesson. Many can
learn from it.

Two-Way Bid Pays Off

DR. GOTT

BOB
CORNELISON

ooKINN* 1111.111111F
1

DEAR ABBY

when lying down) and your doctor has
examined you and pronounced you fit,
I do not believe that you need a second opinion.
As an alternative, ask your doctor to
discontinue your ACE inhibitor for a
few days. (He can monitor your blood
pressure during this trial period or
substitute another drug to control
your blood pressure.) If my suspicions
are confirmed, your ankle edema will
vanish within a week. Should my
strategy not appeal to you or to your
physician, you have two other choices:
Continue your medication and put up
with the swelling, or obtain a second

NOT COMPETE AMONGST

YOURSELVES !! COmPETE
WITH OTHER COMPANIES!
COMPETE WETH THE
COM PETITION.)!!

THE BACH COMPANY GETS
FREE BAGELS! WHY DON'T
WE &ET FREE BAGELS??
(THE HEALY COMPANY,
HAS AN OF-VICE C741YI!

Today's deal occurred in the
semifinals of the 1989 Vanderbilt
Knockout Team Championship.
The declarer, Eddie Kantar, combined aggressive bidding with good
play to score a substantial pickup
for his team.
When Alan Sontag and Kantar
held the North-South cards, the
bidding went as shown, with
Sontag leaping all the way to game
opposite Kantar's vulnerable onespade overcall. The four-spade bid
served a dual purpose. If Kantar

ON DON'T WE HAVE

had a sound overcall, there would
be a reasonable chance for game;if
instead the overcall was on the
skimpy side, the hand most likely
belonged to the opponents,in which
case the leap to game might well
prevent them from finding their
best spot.
Kantar then proceeded to take
full advantage ofa highlyfavorable
lie ofthe cards. West led the king of
diamonds and shifted to the queen
of hearts. Kantar held up the ace,
won the heart continuation and
cashed the A-K ofspades. After the
trumps fortunately divided 2-2, he
led a diamond. West won but did
not have a heart to return, so
Kanter took the rest of the tricks,
discarding histworemaining hearts
on dummy's diamonds. The vulnerable game was worth 620 points.
At the other table, where
Kantar's teammates held the EastWest cards, the bidding went:
South
North East
West
1V
1
Pass
14
4•
.84
2+
Here,North took a dimmer view
ofboth his and the opponents'prospects, allowing East-West to buy
the ;contract for four clubs. Declarer went down one, discarding
his losing diamond on one of
dummy's high hearts, and the
Kantar team gained a net of 520
'points(11 IMPS)on the deal.

Tomorrow: The Rule of Eleven.

AN OFFICE GYM??

02001 King Features Syndicate Inc

MY NEW WATCH TAKES
BE1TER PICTURES THAN
YOUR NEW WATCH!
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IT'S LIKE SOMEONE
UP THERE SAID "LET'S
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34 Ireland
35 Shortstop
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38 Atli, — king
41 With respect
to
42 A Wayans
44 Act of (suffix)
45 Full-house.,
for short
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49 Turf
50 Canoe need
52 Ascertain
54 — plus ultra
55 Central
57 Reared
59 Medicinal
portions
60 Step
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17 Entertain
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game
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25 Ridicule
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28 Raines and
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32 Weekendwelcoming
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married 65)
,ears DC4: 26
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Goddard
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Jones, Dec.. 25, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Henson and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Cope, Dec. 26; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas Shepherd and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Cope, Dec. 28; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Steele, Dec.
29.
Forty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Public Library will now be open
Monday through Saturday from 1 to
5 p.m., according to Mrs. John
Pasco, librarian.
Published is a picture of Master
Sgt. William C. Smith receiving a
certificate of achievement on his retirement from the Armed Services
from David D. Henry, president of
University of Illinois, where
Smith's last assignment was with
the Army ROTC. He entered the
Army Oct. 3, 1940 and served in the
European Theater.
Fifty years ago
Parolman A.H. Webb became
Murray's new police chief on Jan.
1, succeeding Chief Ira Fox. Other
city patrolmen are 011ie E. Warren,
Novel McReynolds, M.O. Page,
Charlie S. Marr, Rob Lamb and
James M. Brown.
In high school basketball games
Murray Training Colts beat Kirksey
Eagles and Almo Warriors beat
Brewers Redmen. High team scorers were Tucker for MTS, Treas for
Kirksey, Phillips for Almo and
Smith for Brewers.
were

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 3, the
third day of 2001. There are 362
days left in the year.
-. Today's Highlight in History:;
On Jan. 3, 1777, Gen. George
Washington's army routed the British in the Battle of Princeton, N.J.
On this date:
In 1868, the Meiji Restoration
re-established the authority of Japan's emperor and heralded the fall
of the military rulers known as
"shoguns."
In 1938, the March of Dimes
campaign to fight polio was organized.
In 1947, congressional proceedings were televised for the first
time as viewers in Washington,
Philadelphia and New York got to
see some of the opening ceremonies of the 80th Congress.
In 1959, President Dwight Eisenhower signed a proclamation admitting Alaska to the Union as the
49th state.
In 1961, the United States severed diplomatic relations with
Cuba.
In 1967, Jack Ruby, the man
who'd shot accused presidential assassin Lee Harvey Oswald, died of
lung cancer in a Dallas hospital.
One year ago: Acting Russian
President Vladimir Putin fired Boris Yeltsin's daughter, Tatyana Dyachenko, from her Kremlin post in
one of his first official acts, moving
quickly to distance himself from
Yeltsin's scandal-tinged administration. The last new daily "Peanuts" 'trip by Charles Schulz ran in
2,600 newspapers.

Subscribe to the
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RATES
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10 Tempt
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Inc.
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